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Chapter One – Introduction 
1.0 Genesis of the Research 
Back in 2008, I was sitting in the office of one of the permanent secretaries of a 
Tuvalu government department having a brief meeting. His phone rang, I was 
signaled to remain, so I sat there listening to one side of the conversation.  It 
became apparent that this official was explaining to the caller why they had turned 
down an invitation to attend an international meeting hosted by the regional 
agency the caller worked for.  The Government of Tuvalu official was explaining 
that he could not come because he would be away for too long and it was a busy 
time in the government’s budget cycle.  I then heard the official acknowledge that 
it may be important for Tuvalu to be seen to at the meeting, but he still could not 
come and no, there was no-one else available to come either.  Finally the official, 
sounding cross, said that it didn’t matter that the meeting was at no cost to Tuvalu 
he still could not come.  Finally the Tuvalu official relented and said he would 
arrange for someone to attend.   After the conversation ended, I asked why he had 
given in and my friend said 
 
‘You know Nicki, this happens all the time, they grumble about us never 
being here because we are always at meetings yet the same people 
grumble about us if we say we can’t come to their meetings because we 
are too busy.  We can’t win.’  (Anonymous, Personal Communication, 
2008) 
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It was that conversation that sparked the desire to undertake some research looking 
into this issue of participation. It seemed to me that the situation I had witnessed 
was by no means an isolated incident. When I thought more about it, it became 
clear that the very agenda that seeks to have everyone involved in development 
that concerns them and their region, is the very same agenda that makes it 
extremely difficult for officials in a small country like Tuvalu to manage the 
multiple roles they have. 
 
This conversation stuck in my mind and merged in with the myriad of other 
conversations I have had with both Tuvalu officials and with development agency 
officials about why development assistance in Tuvalu is difficult, why agencies 
feel like work never gets done, why Tuvalu government officials feel swamped 
and unable to do their own work in the face of relentless pressure from donors.  
And so the genesis of this thesis was born. 
 
Over recent decades discourses of consultation and participation have become 
pervasive in the mainstream development arena. Participative and consultative 
processes have become a prerequisite to the approaches of development agencies 
based on the assumption that high levels of consultation and participation are 
essential to delivering development outcomes that meet the needs of local 
communities and donor agencies alike. As Baaz argues, these discourses are 
characterized ‘by a paternalism in which the donor identifies the problem, namely 
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passivity and dependency, and promulgates the right treatment – teaching the 
partner how to be independent and use their own resources’ (Baaz, 2005:168). 
 
Almost as soon as the participatory discourse became established so too have 
critiques emerged challenging consultation and participation as guiding 
methodologies of partnership both at the institutional and local levels. Hickey and 
Mohan (2004) and Cooke and Kothari (2001), for example, suggest that the dual 
approaches of consultation and participation, while intended in good faith, may 
generate the opposite effect.  Such approaches may compromise the development 
outcomes they seek to initiate. Moreover, they argue these approaches are deeply 
embedded discourses, a tyranny surrounding the granting of funds and the 
maintenance of ongoing donor relations. 
 
It has long been realized that there is a tension between the multiplicity of 
development partners delivering aid assistance in a consultative and participatory 
manner and the recipient country’s ability to absorb the assistance offered.  (Little 
and Clifford, 2006) Arising from an acknowledgement of this tension, and a real 
desire to make positive change, the global aid agenda in the last decade has 
focused around the need to make aid more effective. (Easterley, 2008; Feeny and 
Rogers, 2008; Jayaraman and Ward, 2008; OECD, 2008) Consultation and 
participation have remained underpinning practices in discourse relating to aid 
effectiveness.  
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The Paris Declaration signed in March 2005 was the culmination of discussion at a 
global level on how to enhance aid effectiveness.  The Declaration comprises five 
partnership commitments (ownership, alignment, harmonisation, managing for 
results, and mutual accountability). (ibid 2008) When signing the Paris 
Declaration, both donors and partner countries made commitments to ensure aid 
delivered on the ground is more effective and delivered at a lower cost in terms of 
time and compliance for the recipient. The Paris Declaration was signed by all 
major development partners who operate in the Pacific as well as eight Pacific 
Island countries.  
 
The Pacific, as a region, has had discussions to reflect the Paris Principles against 
regional reality.  These discussions led to the development of the Pacific Aid 
Effectiveness Principles, which were signed in Koror, Palau, in July 2007. While 
the intentions of both sets of principles are admirable, there has been no research 
on the implementation of these commitments by development agencies as they 
undertake their work in the Pacific. This research intends to plug some of that gap. 
 
This research examines the conventions and understandings of ‘good’ development 
practice surrounding consultation, participation and their relationship to aid 
effectiveness and absorptive capacity in the context of a small island developing 
country, Tuvalu. The study will identify contemporary development intervention 
patterns in Tuvalu and will explore tensions emerging within the Tuvalu 
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Government as it services the needs of its population as a sovereign nation while 
also servicing the needs of a multiplicity of development partners.   
 
Tuvalu is a micro-state, it has a small population of 9359 (SPC, 2005a), is small 
(less than 26 square kilometres in 757,000 square kilometers of ocean), capacity 
poor and geographically isolated.  In much of the literature around development 
and country size (Baldacchino, 2006; Bertram and Watters, 1984, 1985, 1986; 
Warrington, 1998, Armstrong and Read, 2002; Armstrong and Read, 2006; Read, 
2008; Clarke, Fry and Mihajilo, 2008) this equates to being vulnerable.  We will 
relook at this issue in chapter two. Aid inflow is a major component of GDP in 
Tuvalu. The size related factors, plus the significance of aid against GDP (over 
30% in 2008) mean Tuvalu is easily impacted and influenced by the large number 
of development partners working across a range of sectors, managing a significant 
number of aid projects which all need support, reporting, acquittal, monitoring and 
other processes by a very small number of officials. 
 
It is the smaller island nations, like Tuvalu, where the impact of donor activity is 
felt the most.  Discussions with officials in Tuvalu over nearly a decade indicate 
that the range of development partners, the number of missions they are involved 
in, and the number of projects or programmes that are funded cause significant 
problems for their small administrations. Tuvalu officials would like the 
opportunity through this research to articulate the realities for them and to show 
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how they would like to see the principles for aid effectiveness applied in their 
situation.  
 
The results of this research will inform wider development theory as it will allow 
the voice of a small Pacific nation to be reflected against the practice of 
development agencies in Tuvalu, the Pacific and in other parts of the world.  It will 
also aim to contribute to current understandings about aid delivery as it relates to 
the concepts of participation, power and practice. 
 
According to fieldwork conducted by the researcher in October 2009 and again in 
April 2010 there are approximately 900 annual arrivals to Tuvalu who are self-
identified as agents of government/business. Set against the total population of 
Tuvalu (9359) this level of activity demands a disproportionate investment of 
human and institutional resources yet is seen as mandatory for the maintenance of 
an ongoing donor commitment. More controversially perhaps this activity goes 
unquestioned by international donor agencies as they regard it as being in Tuvalu’s 
own best interest and consistent with the doctrines of ‘good development practice’.  
 
Against this context the research is guided by the following questions: 
• What are the current participation pressures facing the Tuvalu 
Government? 
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• How does Tuvalu, with a small and stretched civil service, respond to the 
myriad of ways it is asked to participate in the development of its own 
citizenry? 
• How does Tuvalu, a small country with a relatively high percentage of 
GDP comprising aid assistance, manage the conflicting values that exist in 
the power relationship between its partners who disburse money and 
expertise and itself, as a recipient of these funds? 
• What improvements can be made to both donor and recipient practice to 
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the development partnership? 
 
1.1 Thesis Overview 
The literature review in Chapter Two examines the emergence of the consultation-
participation paradigm from an alternative fringe activity to mainstream practice at 
the global level. Recent literature examining the implications of this shift will then 
be examined and arguments posing challenges to the discourse will be proposed. 
Literature around power relationships will be analysed and the discourse of 
smallness explored in relation to both power and to participatory methodologies.  
The literature review will then introduce the key aid effectiveness literature and the 
agreements and commitments arising from this agenda.  Finally the chapter will 
reflect how the aid effectiveness agenda has been interpreted in the Pacific region.   
 
Chapter Three introduces us to our case study location - Tuvalu.  We explore 
Tuvalu as a nation and where it fits in the Pacific.  We learn about its government 
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and economy.  We examine the role of aid in Tuvalu, its major development 
partners and its own development planning. 
 
Chapter Four examines the methodological aspects of the research.  It provides a 
chance for me, as the researcher, to state my position clearly and to outline what I 
believe is the ‘temporary insider’ status I have achieved in Tuvalu from my 
longstanding relationships in country.  The chapter examines the rationale for the 
choice of Tuvalu as a single case study and discusses the postmodern theoretical 
perspective of the research. Semi-structured interviews with Government of 
Tuvalu officials form the basis for exploring the implications of the practice of 
development agencies who interact with Tuvalu,  particularly how their desire for 
participation and consultation impacts on the Tuvalu government’s own sovereign 
efforts to meet the needs of their population.  Here an obvious contradiction 
emerges with the research in that the methodology proposed demands the 
participation of, and consultation with, local officials and community 
representatives and in doing so becomes part of the issue under question.  
 
We examine the methodological choice I made to monitor development related 
visitors arriving into Tuvalu over two periods (one in October 2009 and the second 
in April 2010). The quantifying of development visitor traffic provides legitimacy 
to the claims by Tuvalu officials that they are swamped under the tide of 
development related visitors. The research methodology reflects stakeholders’ 
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views, as part of the attempt to give voice to Pacific aid recipients and to influence 
the policy and practice relating to development assistance.  
 
The findings of the research are outlined in Chapter five.  We explore what we 
learned from the two rapid appraisals of development related visitors arriving into 
Tuvalu over the two research periods, and discover that approximately 900 people 
enter annually on development business.  We explore how much time Tuvalu 
officials take to service this number of visitors.  And by examining their comments 
from the interviews we get to understand the implications of this workload on 
officials. 
 
Chapter Six reflects the statistical information gathered and the interview material 
against the findings of the literature review to articulate the implications of these 
development approaches in the context of Tuvalu.  This provides the basis for 
discussion on the impact of such approaches against the literature on participation, 
power and practice. The chapter also gives the Tuvalu government officials a 
chance to articulate their views on how to make changes so that development 
effectiveness is enhanced.  
 
Finally the research concludes by synthesizing the main issues that run through 
this thesis.  The final chapter then goes on to clearly outline the nature of the 
problem, how it affects Tuvalu and what, in the eyes of those involved, can be 
done to alleviate the pressure they are under.  The chapter concludes with a 
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discussion on the potential for learning from the Tuvalu experience and the 
relevance of reflecting this experience against that of other Pacific research 
contexts in order to build on the literature of aid effectiveness in a broader regional 
context.  
 
The situation I described at the beginning of this introduction identified a problem 
which we have examined throughout this research, in order to understand the 
nature of the problem it is necessary to turn to the theoretical domain in order to 
place it within the context of the broader development process. 
 
It is in the interests of both development agency officials but more importantly the 
officials in the Government of Tuvalu that conversations like the one that started 
this thesis become fewer.  Prior to looking at the specific situation in Tuvalu it is 
necessary first to look at some of the theoretical background to the challenges 
raised in this introductory chapter. 
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Chapter Two – The Contradictions of Participation 
2.0 Introduction 
In Chapter One we outlined the problem that this research seeks to address.  It is 
important that before we look at the specific Tuvalu situation we embed this research 
project in a theoretical context. Therefore the purpose of this chapter is to provide an 
overview of relevant theory.  Given the problem outlined in chapter one – the impact of 
donor consultation in Tuvalu on the officials of that country is a direct result of the 
prevailing paradigm of partnership and consultation, literature about the emergence of 
this paradigm and then the literature that critiques it will form a major part of this 
chapter.  
 
This chapter starts by looking at the origins of participatory development, and then the 
literature that critiques it.  We also look at literature relating to power relationships in aid, 
and the discourse on the effects of smallness on the effectiveness of aid.  We reflect both 
of these discussions against the situation in Tuvalu.  Finally this chapter will present a 
discussion on the aid literature around aid effectiveness.  We will look at the international 
agreements and commitments that form the nucleus of this agenda.  The chapter 
concludes by looking at how the Pacific as a region and in an individual case has 
responded to this global aid effectiveness agenda.  
 
2.1 Origins of the ‘Paradigm of the People’  
Development thinking, over recent decades, has moved from a focus on things to a focus 
on people (Chambers, 1983, 1997). As the following discussion reveals the 
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modernisation paradigm that characterised the genesis of the contemporary development 
model and its institutionalisation has been gradually but systematically reinvented 
through the embracing of a participatory paradigm, a ‘focus on people’. As this chapter, 
and indeed this research, argues the challenges for development lie not so much in 
adapting the ideas and thinking that underpin the participatory paradigm but in shifting 
the inertia of its implementation, through its institutions, in order to reflect that thinking. 
To illustrate the nature of the issues which emerge from this problem some attention to 
the surrounding context and its background is necessary. 
 
The emergence of a development school of practise and theory from its start in the post 
World War Two period, was influenced by modernisation theory with its underpinning 
view that ‘underdevelopment’ is a problem which needs to be tackled with assistance 
from well meaning patrons.  It was assumed that the introduction of capital, commodities 
and the process of industrialisation, technology transfer and globalisation would 
transform a ‘traditionally isolated subsistence peasantry into participants in a modern 
economy’ (Nelson and Wright, 1995:2; Rist, 2003, Pronk, 2004). 
 
Early development interventions provided financial aid and technical assistance and 
focussed on the provision of infrastructure and the support of industrialisation, with 
limited conditions attached, as it was based on the ‘assumption of the superiority of 
outside knowledge’ (Robb, 2004:22). Indeed, the focus on the outside expert helping to 
lead the way from a state of underdevelopment to a state of development implied that 
people were neither economically or politically active before the outside agents came 
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along  (Nelson and Wright, 1995).  Chambers, (1995) refers to this period as the 
‘paradigm of things’. 
 
Questions have been asked about the efficacy of development assistance in this mode 
from its earliest days.  Little and Clifford (2006) in their update of their 1965 treatise, 
showed that even in 1965 they were highlighting that differences of opinion between 
donor and recipients were bound to occur and noted that ‘if donors went to the trouble 
and expense of building up their knowledge of recipient’s economies, this in itself would 
help to improve the standard of planning’ (Little and Clifford, 2006:97). 
 
The prevailing approach to development placed the expert and the beneficiary at either 
end of a paternalistic relationship.  This separation between the two main stakeholders 
emphasises that aid is ‘by its nature a dualistic process with much potential for conflict’ 
(Pronk, 2004:17). Given that the discourse on aid has been as passionate as it has, from 
the 1950s to the present day, it is not surprising that this situation has come to pass.  
 
Much development literature focuses on whose interests will prevail if relationships are 
unequal.  Griffin and Evans in 1970, for example, were arguing that aid, instead of 
leading to economic growth, which was the main reason for the existence of aid, may in 
fact retard economic growth in the long run by directing investment in recipient countries 
to areas donors want to support, including a bias towards capital intensive projects which 
lead countries to a long term need for capital (see Pronk, 2004:8). 
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The oil crisis of the 1970s impacted significantly on developing countries.  It led to 
significant balance of payments deficits and led donors to advocate a basic needs 
approach, an approach to aid delivery that focused on meeting the basic needs (food, 
shelter etc) of recipients.  This sort of approach was more people-centred and came as 
there was an increasing realisation that economic growth alone was not enough to reduce 
poverty (Robb, 2004).   
 
The 1980s were characterised by a ‘significant shift in the role of the state’ (Robb, 
2004:27). The age of structural adjustment which followed led to trade barriers coming 
down, exchange rates being liberalised and the public sector in many countries being 
reduced in size.  The effects of this were felt throughout the Pacific Region in the 1990s 
(Storey et al., 2005). But Tuvalu, did not find itself subject to the same pressures at this 
time and the public sector was (and still is) by far the most significant employer in the 
country. 
 
Economic growth as a result of aid assistance across the history of development has been 
highly uneven and developing countries have not emerged into the modern economy in 
any uniform way.  The real story about development and its relationship to economic 
growth has been the ability of some regions to achieve ‘unprecedented long term 
increases in total production while other regions stagnated’ (Sachs, 2005:31). Those from 
the developing regions who, by the 1980’s, had not achieved the nirvana of sustained 
economic growth could question why 30 years of aid intervention had not made any 
material difference to the life of many in the developing world.  
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For some, this ‘failure of development’ was largely attributed to the sense of ‘alienation’ 
felt by the ‘beneficiaries’ of the development process (Nelson and Wright, 1995:3), yet 
from a neo-liberal perspective the blame for the lack of growth was placed firmly at the 
feet of the beneficiaries themselves (Martinuson, 1997; Craig and Porter, 2006). 
 
Whilst the debate on who is to blame for this failure of development continues to 
circulate in some sectors of development, the stark failures of the modernist paradigm 
provoked a search for alternative approaches. Foremost, and in line with a ground swell 
of wider social theory, came a perspective that inverted the predominant top-down model 
that placed institutions at the top and the people at the bottom to a bottom up model of 
‘people centred’ development which aimed to be driven all or in part by the beneficiaries. 
In time, this new model assumed the more encompassing label of ‘participation’ (Freire, 
1970, Chambers, 1983, Chambers, 1995). 
 
2.2 The Emergence of a Participation Paradigm 
During the 1980s and into the 1990s the rhetoric of ‘participation’ became more 
mainstream as the demand that the beneficiaries take active part in the development 
decisions that effect them gathered momentum. By the early 1990s participation had 
become commonplace in policy discourse for most major development agencies.  (see 
Crewe and Harrison 1998, Pronk 2004, Robb 2004).  A shift towards participatory 
methodologies was evident in the 1990s in a plethora of guidebooks explaining the why 
and how of participatory methods (see for example: Slocum et al.,1995; Chambers, 
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2002). By the mid 1990s Chambers’ analysis of the Participatory Rural Appraisal in 
practice showed that PRA methodologies had been used in 40 countries (Chambers, 
1994).  
 
It was indeed logical (as well as ethical) to involve the recipients of development in 
decisions affecting them because:  
 
‘if development initiatives are to truly support needs of poor people, there must be 
more of an emphasis on continuity of process, consistency in approaches and 
commitment to working with people and relationship building’  (Groves, 
2004:76).  
 
Scott–Villiers (2004), taking more of a rights based approach to the issue, asserted that it 
is not only that people have the right to participate, rather  
 
‘that people and the environment already do participate and control is not 
possible – only engagement. It makes sense to participate with them not to treat 
them as controllable units in our calculations’ (Scott-Villiers, 2004:203). 
 
It is only when ‘there has been devolution of planning and monitoring to villagers, people 
in rural communities are no longer seen as simply informants, but as teachers, 
extensionists, activists and monitors of change’ (Pretty and Scoones. 1995:160). 
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Because participation is such a ‘warmly pervasive word’ (Nelson and Wright, 1995:2), 
there is a tendency of people who use it to ‘adopt the moral high ground’ (Pretty and 
Scoones, 1995:159) in the belief that any form of participation is better than no 
participation.   
 
The belief that any participation is better than none is challenging because there are many 
definitions of what participation actually is. Chambers identifies three ways in which the 
term ‘participation’ is used, firstly as a cosmetic label to make things look good, secondly 
as a co-opting practise to mobilize local labour and reduce costs and thirdly as an 
empowering process which enables local people to do their own analysis, to take 
command and to make their own decisions (Chambers, 1995:30).  
 
Jules Pretty (1995) in his Typology of Participation unpacks the language of participation 
even further. He presents seven types of participation.  (Table 1 below)  
 
These range from participation being something that happens to you, (he calls this 
passive participation) through to self mobilisation, where people drive the participation 
by take initiatives themselves, independent of outside institutions. In my career as a 
development professional I have been involved in ‘participatory activities’ along the full 
Pretty continuum.  The ease with which an agency can say it is being participatory 
compared with the difficulty of unpacking what they mean by the term is the basis of 
much of the literature critiquing the paradigm.   
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Table 1 - Pretty’s Typology of Participation 
 
Passive 
Participation 
People participate by being told what is going to happen or has already 
happened. It is a unilateral announcement by an administration or project 
management without any listening to people's responses. 
Participation 
in information 
giving 
People participate by answering questions posed by extractive researchers 
using questionnaire surveys or such similar approaches. People do not have the 
opportunity to influence proceedings, as the findings of the research are neither 
shared nor checked for accuracy. The information being shared belongs only to 
external professionals. 
Participation 
by 
consultation 
People participate by being consulted, and external agents listen to views. 
These external agents define both problems and solutions, and may modify 
these in the light of people's responses. Such a consultative process does not 
concede any share in decision-making, and professionals are under no 
obligation to take on board people's views. 
Participation 
for material 
benefits 
People participate by providing resources such as labour, in return for food, 
cash or other material incentives. It is very common to see this called 
participation yet people have no stake in prolonging activities when incentives 
end. 
Functional 
participation 
People participate by forming groups to meet predetermined objectives related 
to the project, which can involve the development or promotion of externally 
initiated social organisation. Such involvement tends not to be at early stages 
of project cycles or planning, but rather after major decisions have already 
been made. These institutions tend to be dependent on external initiators and 
facilitators, but may become self-dependent. 
Interactive 
participation 
People participate in joint analysis, which leads to action plans and the 
formation of new local institutions or the strengthening of existing ones. It 
tends to involve interdisciplinary methodologies that seek multiple objectives 
and make use of systematic and structured learning processes. These groups 
take control/ownership over local decisions, and so people have a stake in 
maintaining structures or practices. 
Self-
mobilisation 
People participate by taking initiatives independent of external institutions to 
change systems. Such self-initiated mobilisation and collective action may or 
may not challenge existing inequitable distributions of wealth and power. 
(Pretty, 1995:4-5) 
 
If participation is to be more than cosmetic and to become an empowering process, in 
other words for move from the passive end of the Pretty’s continuum to the self 
mobilisation end, there must be a shift in power and practice in agencies and this is 
difficult to achieve because ‘any true partnership depends on reciprocity, preferential and 
or mutually supportive actions’ (Kakande, 2004:92). 
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It is precisely the fact that development institutions remain the prime agents in bilateral 
and multinational aid and development implementation that raises some significant 
challenges for the paradigm of participation from the perspective of donors and recipients 
alike. 
 
2.3 Institutionalising Participation 
At the core of this research is not the issue of participation itself but how agencies 
institutionalise participation and how that activity impacts on the recipients of this form 
of development assistance. The way in which an agency understands the term 
participation will determine which of these meanings are ascribed to it and therefore 
which practices take place in the field and the management and implementation processes 
of development assistance.  An agreed definition of participation is only the start to 
identifying what ‘meanings are attached to it in any context and how they are contested 
and deployed and who wins and who loses’ (Nelson and Wright 1995:1).  
 
Pronk (2004), in his discussion on catalysing development acknowledges it is difficult to 
attach meaning to something if you do not know why you are doing it. He identifies lack 
of consensus on the objectives of aid programmes but in his analysis articulates three 
common objectives: 
1. Aid for charitable purposes – arising out of a desire to be good global citizen and 
 help alleviate misery and hunger;  
2. Aid for economic purposes arising out of a desire to develop resources and 
 strengthen the conditions for growth 
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3. Aid for political purposes arising from the need to provide support for ex-colonies 
 or out of a desire for stability or promotion of democracy (Pronk 2004:3). 
 
This lack of consensus as to why agencies enter aid relationships adds to the tensions 
they face as they embrace the concepts of participation and try to identify how they are 
going to institutionalise it.  The appropriation of language like empowerment, 
partnership, ownership, transparency and accountability into the policy environments of 
the development agencies did not automatically lead to the ability to translate this policy 
to practice (Mosse 2001:18).  
 
The focus on participation and partnership introduced another paradox for development 
agencies: how can one partner – the development agency - build up the ‘self capacity and 
participation’ of the other partner (Eyben and Ladbury, 1995:195)?  How can donors 
make the mistake of ‘promoting ownership’ (Sobhan, 2004:178) or empowerment on the 
part of someone else as this is clearly a contradiction in terms? 
 
This contradictory nature of agencies seeking to work in partnership with unequal 
partners from within organisational structures that are not at all responsive to 
participatory approaches is evident in other ways too.  It is important to understand the 
concept of power when looking into the discourse surrounding partnership and 
participation.  The empowerment or self mobilisation models of participation are 
predicated on equality of relationships. However the hierarchical structure and power 
relations within development organizations give rise to ‘procedures designed for control 
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and upward mobility rather than participation and innovation’ (Chambers and Pethit, 
2004:139).  
 
Consistent with these observations, Blackburn and Holland (1998) provide a series of 
case studies illustrating the implications for recipients when participation in development 
is institutionalised. This collection shows us that agencies need to make changes in their 
methods and procedures, AND the culture of the institution AND the personal behaviour 
and attitudes of their staff if participation is to be effectively institutionalised.  
 
Further literature critiqued both participation itself and the difficulties for agencies in 
practising what they preached (Cooke and Kothari, 2001; Mosse, 2001; Chambers and 
Pethit, 2004; Groves and Hinton, 2004 Arora-Jonsson and Cornwall, 2006).  
 
As noted earlier, the process of implementing participation through development 
institutions can be driven by a range of pressures not always consistent with the 
philosophical objectives which sparked its emergence. Mosse (2001), for example, claims 
that development agencies have sought to secure the benefits (financial, political, 
symbolic) of participation but avoid the costs of participation. He argued that 
participation is a ‘political value’ signed up to by institutions for different reasons but in 
reality it remains a way of ‘talking about’ rather than ‘doing things’ (Mosse, 2001:32).  
This view is backed up by Marsden (2004) who refers to the realities of aid organizations 
– tight timeframes, scheduled deadlines, a work culture of urgency and efficiency as 
being contrasted against the ‘realities of a pace of work that was largely determined by 
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the environment, by the remoteness of the location, and sometimes the weather’ 
(Marsden, 2004:100).  For bureaucrats within development agencies there is a tension 
between the rules, which are there to help keep everyone on a level playing field and the 
complex environment in which development takes place (Jassey, 2004). 
 
On this same issue Pasteur and Scott-Villiers (2004:182) admit that some ‘incongruity 
between ideals and reality is inevitable and indicate that this situation can create healthy 
dialogue and reflection’.  They go on to note that shifts to ‘value based aid delivery 
policies’ have complex implications for both individuals and organizations themselves, in 
terms of how they operate and who drives the decision making.  This complexity can lead 
to a blurring of the lines between policy advice, policy influence and conditionality in aid 
delivery because of the ‘unavoidable power dynamics in the relationship make the best of 
intentions hard to achieve’.  Agencies often believe that changing the organisational 
structure so that it better reflects the desired values is enough for the change to take place 
in practice, yet as Owusu (2004:108) explains, it is in fact the ‘attitudes, values, 
behaviours and commitments that underlie the structure that are the most important’. 
 
Organisations are not monolithic entities and policy documents do not reflect the 
differences in opinion or tell of the ‘politics of arriving at the agreed position’ (Arora- 
Jonsson and Cornwall, 2006:81).  If bureaucrats are busy (and most are) it can be difficult 
to work in an environment where the values espoused by the organisation are not 
reflected in the technocratic procedures that make up the majority of the actual work.   
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This situation is particularly significant for this study. As the above discussion reveals, 
there are inherent difficulties in adapting institutional practices, and their embedded 
power relations (Crush 1995), to reflect the participatory ethos. What should also be 
considered however is the extent to which these problems are symptomatic of a more 
overarching value position, which some in Tuvalu might argue, in which participation has 
itself become a new ‘tyranny’ of development practice.  
 
2.4  The Tyranny of Participation in the Development Arena 
Cooke and Kothari (2001) argue that participatory development is tyrannical in that it 
facilitates the ‘illegitimate and/or unjust use of power’.  They assert that current aid 
structures promote:  
• tyranny of decision making and control as participatory facilitators override other 
legitimate decision making processes; 
• tyranny of the group as group dynamics reinforce the interests of the powerful; 
and 
• tyranny of method as participatory methods drive out others which have also have 
advantages (ibid 2001:7). 
 
While institutionalising development presents inherent problems for the participatory 
model, Mosse (2001) accepts the tyranny of the group as a significant issue in 
development practise on the ground and claims that what makes the use of participatory 
methods so subject to the ‘effects of dominance and muting is their character as public 
events’ (ibid:19).  He cites examples where the planning process, driven by a ‘shared 
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need to produce a concrete plan for action’ suppresses difference in the interests of 
consensus and prioritises action over planning (ibid:21-22). 
 
The tyranny of decision making and control extends to a discussion on accountability and 
responsibility for the outcomes of development interventions.  Donors claim that 
partnership is important yet rarely share mutual responsibility for the outcomes (Shutt, 
2006).  The international aid agenda contains abstract and ideological goals, which take 
place in the long term while the objectives of aid organisations are ‘short term and results 
orientated’ (Groves, 2004:79).  Donors are ultimately accountable to their taxpayers at 
home rather than to the poor people in the countries in which they are working.  Gaining 
support for an ongoing aid programme often requires activities that are able to be 
understood and supported by the constituency at home as well activities that show 
tangible results in the short term.    Contractors funded by a donor often find themselves 
‘servants to two masters’ whose wishes don’t always match: their paymaster and their 
local stakeholders.  In this situation the contractor (or staff member funded by a donor) 
often feel more responsibility to their ‘pay master’ than the needs of local stakeholders 
(Pasteur and Scott-Villiers, 2004; Shutt, 2006).   
 
Furthermore, Shutt (2006:154) argues that ‘mutual dependence is implicit’ in the aid 
relationship, recipients require financial assistance and donors require recipients to 
facilitate development interventions and spend their budgets as good global citizens.  
Recipients do have power and leverage (but often unrealised) as the donors need them in 
order to expend their budgets.  Yet this mutual dependency is often ignored as donors 
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have ‘for too long, attempted to lead reform and define its goals’  (Sobhan, 2004:78).  In 
the context of Tuvalu this observation has particular significance for this research. 
 
The agencies driving development are not only a reflection of the prevailing priorities of 
domestic politics, but they also bear the stamp of decades of institutional inertia in terms 
of policies, structures, processes, systems and indeed, personnel. Reinhardt’s central 
argument is that ODA is determined not only by national level priorities but also by the 
way the decision making structures of the development agencies work.  Individuals in 
these donor agencies make funding decision in the light of their own incentives. He 
expresses concern that recipients targeting their appeals for assistance to match what 
donors offer may mean they lose their implementation effectiveness, either through 
cooption of agenda or diversion of resources.   
 
Such observations are by no means confined to the contemporary development context, 
and indeed such is the nature of institutions that they are a reflection of their past more 
than they are of the present, or more significantly, where they want to be in the future. 
Little and Clifford (2006) in the mid 1960s for example identified three types of problems 
in what they foresaw as a likely multi donor environment:    
• Problems for the recipients in handling aid negotiations, receiving technical 
assistance, aid in kind from donors with different languages, standards and 
systems; 
• Problems when administration is weak and donors take an intimate interest in a 
country’s policies and want to supervise the use of the aid they provide: and 
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• Problems for projects when policies are directed by something different from 
development eg tied aid, military intervention, and if projects cause competition 
between donors. 
 
The first two problems have been significant in the Tuvalu setting as we shall see when 
we look at the findings of this research.  Little and Clifford (2006:201) went on, rather 
prophetically, to summarise that ‘better administration of aid, however desirable in itself, 
cannot contribute very much to development unless better coordination is also achieved’.  
They foresaw a situation where all donors might want their own representative in an 
office in-country, which they indicated would enhance the stress for recipient 
governments. The number of development partners in Tuvalu who now have their own 
presence in country has risen to five in 2009 (up from two in 2002).  As we will see from 
the findings the stress this enhanced representation might cause the developing country 
government is a reality for Tuvalu officials.   
 
Little and Clifford’s proposal for a coordinated approach was the development of a single 
multilateral but donor controlled office in each country.  This office would work to one 
plan and donors would delegate to this agency all technical, advisory and supervisory 
functions that are at present carried out by their aid missions.  In later chapters we will 
see how the government of Tuvalu has responded to this increase in representation.  
Clearly the need for coordinated donor commitment is not a new concern yet few have 
heeded the call. 
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As noted at the beginning of this chapter the challenges to development practice lie not in 
the realm of ideas, which are by their nature fluid and forever subject to change, but in 
the institutions charged with the implementation of these ideas. Little and Clifford’s 
remarks from nearly 50 years ago have particular relevance today, a significance not lost 
on agencies themselves. Just as development discourse sought to change the nature of 
development practice to a bottom up people centred model through participatory 
methodologies, a similar process has emerged at ‘the top’ whereby agencies have sought 
to embrace a cooperative agenda to overcome many of the issues discussed above. 
 
2.5 The Aid Effectiveness Agenda and the Policy Realm 
It is widely recognised that the practices of donors add to the burden of national 
governments through their inability to work together effectively (Kakande, 2004). All 
developing countries do operate in a multi donor environment where their individual 
country needs are assessed against a multitude of national and international agendas and 
targets.  The ‘increasing and intensifying C’s: Complexity, Change and unCertainty’ 
(Horstman, 2005:43) continually impact on international development organizations and 
their partners. 
 
Much has been written about the large numbers of donor, all with increased aid 
programmes, overwhelming bureaucracies in recipient countries with a proliferation of 
negotiating, reporting and supervisory procedures and these duplicative efforts being 
wasteful (Cooke and Kothari, 2001; Easterley, 2006; Freitag, 2006; Jayaraman and Ward, 
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2006; Little and Clifford, 2006; Shutt, 2006; UNCTAD, 2006; Mavrotas, 2007; Easterley 
and Pfutze, 2008). 
 
Sobhan (2004:173) refers to the ‘deep disillusionment’ felt by donors that, after 30 years 
of development assistance, poverty is still pervasive. Given the huge investment in aid 
since the 1950s of 1 trillion US dollars and the uneven nature of economic growth and 
development experienced by many recipient countries, it is not at all surprising that 
donors would once again look at how aid was being delivered. 
 
The growing awareness among donors that their own actions and behaviour are just as 
important for the effectiveness of aid as are the actions and behaviour of the recipient 
(UNCTAD) was evident in discussion and subsequent adoption of the Declaration on Aid 
Harmonisation (Rome) in February 2003. The subsequent Paris Declaration on Aid 
Effectiveness containing the much lauded Paris Principles was signed in 2005 by all 
development agencies who work in the Pacific region and eight Pacific Island nations.  
Donors and recipient countries signed up to the five principles of: 
• Ownership – Development assistance must centre around helping countries to 
meet their own development objectives 
• Alignment – Development work must be aligned to the policies and systems of 
the partner country 
• Harmonisation – Cooperation between donors is needed to increase the 
efficiency of the aid effort 
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• Managing for Results – Using information about the results of development 
work systematically to improve decision-making and strengthen performance 
• Mutual Accountability – Donors and partners should be accountable to each 
other  (OECD, 2008). 
 
These principles were all reaffirmed in the Accra Agenda for Action signed in Accra in 
2008.  It is positive to see the prominence that aid effectiveness does have on the global 
agenda but it is surprising how long it took aid effectiveness to re-appear centre stage 
given issues first being flagged over 30 years ago.  
 
Mavrotas (2007:213) argues that the adoption of these ‘altruistic initiatives’ seems to 
indicate that donors’ use of aid to influence foreign relations in order to achieve their own 
goals has declined.  However as Armon (2007: 655) counters ‘the Paris agenda is not 
clear or convincing’, he claims that where the principles are ‘applied faithfully’ 
(ibid:653) there is increased scope for recipients to perform better in the planning, 
allocation and management of resources but warns that bringing politics squarely into the 
aid equation (which he claims the aid effectiveness agenda does) takes many 
development professionals outside both their ‘zones of comfort’ and what their agencies 
are mandated to do. (ibid:656).  Pronk (2004:11) is less concerned about politics entering 
the aid agenda as in his view ‘aid cannot buy policies; policies have a greater impact than 
aid, but together they have a greater impact than either one alone; and this combined 
effect is greater than the sum of the two isolated effects’.   
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In all this comment though, there is one line of consistency – the signing of such 
declarations of intent, while important, is not as important as the application of the 
principles in practice.  It is this that will determine whether or not aid becomes more 
effective. 
 
Institutions at the recipient end of the equation have an important role to play in 
enhancing the effectiveness of aid – Mavrotas (2007:222) identifies how the injection of 
aid can either contribute to a ‘virtuous circle’ where desirable policy change and the 
building of effective institutions leads to economic growth and poverty reduction or to a 
‘vicious circle’ where the delaying of policy reforms and undermining of local 
institutions leads to negative economic growth and the increase of poverty and conflict. 
 
Institutions at the donor end of the equation have an equally important role to play in 
enhancing the effectiveness of aid.  As Jassey (2004:131) warns  
 
‘if a state bureau is working in development it is not only ‘gambling’ with the 
taxpayers’ money, but also ‘meddling’ with other countries’ and people’s 
development and welfare.  In that sense we have to be doubly sure that our 
decisions are the best possible, even if it takes time and is cumbersome’.   
 
Donors do have a range of options to enhance aid effectiveness they can: adapt rules and 
procedures; improve aspects of aid flow – magnitude, timing, predictability and 
harmonisation; make decisions to specialise their aid delivery by country or sector; give 
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recipients greater ‘policy space’ and apply less intrusive policy conditions to their 
partners; and be clear on what is not negotiable in policy and practise. (Chambers and 
Pethit, 2004; Sachs, 2005; Easterly and Pfutze, 2008).  But echoing the earlier discussion, 
Sachs (2005) cites the tension between what donors seek from recipients – national 
development plans – and the reality of what donors can and will actually fund.  He argues 
that recipients cut the cloth to meet the donors thereby undermining their own planning 
processes.  
 
One of the reasons why donor coordination and harmonisation have a higher profile in 
rhetoric than they do in reality is what Kakande (2004:94) refers to the ‘visibility 
syndrome’ suffered by most donors in their desire to attribute achievements to their own 
efforts which runs counter to the ability to work together.  
 
Although the behaviour of donors and recipients is changing we have in the late 2000’s 
what Robb (2004:37) refers to as a  
 
‘fragmented aid system that continues to use many uncoordinated and 
inappropriate procedures, is still dominated by the domestic policies of Northern 
governments; often disempowers Southern governments; lacks accountability in 
both the North and the South; and continues to interact on the basis of 
asymmetric power’. 
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This dichotomy leads to the situation where donors are ‘stuck in a shadow play’ where 
what they know privately is not the same as what they say publicly. (Easterly 2008:268).  
It also has led to the situation where what donors and recipients plan is not the same as, 
and arguably more important than, what they can do.  Indeed Easterley centres the 
analysis in his book White Mans Burden (Easterley 2006) on the notion of planners and 
searchers.  He argues that planners ‘plan’ while searchers ‘do’ and it is unfortunate for 
developing countries that the aid business is firmly in the business of planning.  He gives 
the example of how it was possible for the latest Harry Potter novel, and all 
accompanying merchandise, to be delivered worldwide, embargoed, and then released on 
the same day all across the world, when it is impossible for malaria nets to be delivered to 
everyone who needs one.  He argues that this is because the Harry Potter scenario was 
organised by searchers and the malaria net scenario is organised by planners.   
 
Easterley goes on to highlight the centrality of the planning agenda in development 
practise and theory.  Easterly’s comparison highlights the extent of the challenges facing 
development institutions and their implementation of effective development. Indeed the 
above discussion reveals a certain circularity to issues and arguments which are 
consistent throughout development as a concept. The contradictions which tend to 
characterise practice in the recipient, donor and inter-institutional contexts appear 
inherent in the process itself. In order to bring the subject of this research into sharp relief 
there is one dimension which is so far missing in the discussion.  This issue of scale 
needs to be addressed.  While the subject of differential power relations has emerged in 
several contexts earlier in this chapter, the intrinsically geographical nature of 
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development means that the above discussion needs to be embedded culturally and 
situated somewhere.  That ‘somewhere’ needs to be scale specific.  
 
As the following section discusses the issue of scale is of particular significance as runs 
parallel to the aforementioned references to power differentials. The subject of scale as 
regards particular places reintroduces a necessary geographical reality to the discussion.  
If this reality is ignored there is the tendency for development discussions to be cyclic, to 
feed on themselves, to the exclusion of any reference to people and place. 
 
2.6  Size Really Does Matter 
Any discussion on scale needs to start by answering the question what is small and what 
is big?  These terms are difficult to define as they exist in relation to each other not as 
independent truths.  The discussion of size tends to be predicated by a focus on landmass.  
Small is often linked closely with concepts of vulnerability to economic, political and 
environmental shocks of one sort or another (Bertram and Watters, 1985; Bertram and 
Watters, 1986; Warrington, 1998; Armstrong and Read, 2002; Read, 2008; Clarke, Fry 
and Mihajilo, 2008). This focus on vulnerability has led to what Warrington (1998:101) 
refers to as a ‘bleak’ literature on size that concentrates on a sense of weakness, and 
isolation on the part of these smaller nations.  These disadvantages in turn, mean the 
weaker nations need to maintain a reliance on the welfare of richer nations in order to 
survive.  Hau’ofa (1993:6) calls this an ‘economistic and geographic determinist view of 
a very narrow kind’ 
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A new literature has emerged from small island researchers challenging this narrowness 
and seeking a more holistic view.  An understanding that recognises small nations exist 
within, and in relation to, hinterlands of resources and relationships outside that of their 
own borders.  Hau’ofa (1995:7) as part of his call for this more holistic view sees the 
countries in the Pacific as a ‘sea of islands’ a description which acknowledges 
interrelatedness rather than as ‘islands in the middle of the sea’ a description that which 
emphasises remoteness and geographical separation.      
 
Thaman (1995) argues that smallness and isolation rather than being derogatory states 
offer great potential for promoting independence. He cites the example of Kiribati, 
which, he argues is self reliant at a community level precisely because it is so small and 
isolated.  
 
Small island economies are, because they have to be, active and strategic in determining 
their own fate (Baldacchino 2006). This is because they are obliged to treat resources 
outside their own land as part of their hinterland, which they then colonise for their own 
ends. He also argues that the smaller the territory and the higher the population density 
the more likely it is that its ‘footprint extends beyond its shores’ and the more generous 
the ‘openness and integration’ such nations must exhibit in order to survive (ibid:46-47).  
We will apply this discussion of size to case study Tuvalu in Chapter Three of this 
research. 
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2.7 Conclusion  
This chapter has sought to provide the necessary theoretical backdrop to the subject of 
this research. In turn it has looked at the emergence of the modernist development 
paradigm and the institutionalisation of a global development process. Despite the 
revisioning of the ideas behind that process, as a result of the obvious failures, the 
agencies charged with implementing development practice face their own challenges not 
least of which are their structures, policies and practices. In light of these challenges and 
the apparent pressures they place on development recipients, further initiatives have been 
pursued at the interagency level in order to address them. Yet instead of moving 
development closer to its intended goals the efforts have revealed perhaps more vividly 
the inherent weaknesses and contradictions of development as a concept.  
 
The fact that a discussion centering on the emergence of participation inevitably comes to 
focus on the challenges facing development agencies is a case in point, the significance 
of which should not be ignored. The discussion on issues of scale with particular 
reference to small states seeks to bring the discussion back to earth and thereby set the 
scene for this research.  
 
And at the crux of this research? - What is the impact on recipients when 
agencies/institutions/individuals arrive to enable them to participate in their own 
development? What is the impact on recipients when the baggage these visitors bring 
contains the challenges, problems, issues and ideas that underpin the development 
discourse?  How do the internal pressures of development agencies play out amongst 
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those participating with them and receiving development assistance given the 
asymmetrical power relationship? And more to the point of this research, what can be 
done about it?  
 
As outlined in chapter one this research focuses on how the above tensions affect the 
small island state of Tuvalu. By virtue of its size and isolation the relationships with 
donors can be observed more vividly, yet conversely, the dependence its geography 
prescribes becomes a metaphor for the inherent contradictions of the development 
process itself. 
 
But before we can to look at the way that Tuvalu officials articulate the tensions they 
experience it is important to gain an understanding of the context that this research takes 
place in.  The next chapter places us firmly in the Pacific, it starts by providing us a 
contextual understanding of the Pacific response to the aid effectiveness agenda, before 
moving into an analysis of Tuvalu itself, geographically, economically and politically. 
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Chapter Three – Tuvalu: Small Islands, Big Issues  
3.0 Setting the Scene 
Chapter Two showed clearly that the current aid effort is hampered by the 
participation/consultation paradigm.  Aid agencies grapple with how to be participatory 
within institutions that find such ways of working difficult.  Recipients know that aid 
delivery in practice, is splintered among many donors, and each donor’s effort is 
similarly splintered among many countries and across many different sectors.  (Easterley 
and Pfutze, 2008; AusAID, 2009) Such a high degree of fragmentation, as well as being 
inconsistent with what donors have signed up to as good practice, is also counter 
productive in terms of efficiency and capacity.  It also serves to undermine any trust 
relationship between development agencies and partner country governments. It is this 
counter productivity that is at the centre of this research. We have also seen that small 
size heightens the effects of ineffective application of the participation process on the part 
of development agencies. Such fragmentation and the related inefficiencies and tensions 
relating to smallness are especially evident in the Pacific and more especially in Tuvalu 
where this research is centred. 
 
In order to place Tuvalu at the centre of this research this chapter looks first at the Pacific 
as a region against the wider context of the global aid effectiveness agenda.  It then 
places Tuvalu within the context of the Pacific and finally provides a broad 
understanding of the specifics of Tuvalu itself.   
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3.1 The Pacific’s Intersection with the Global Aid Agenda 
The Pacific Island Forum is the lead regional development agency for the Pacific.  The 
Forum is an international organisation that was founded in 1971 to strengthen regional 
cooperation and integration. The administrative arm, the Pacific Islands Forum 
Secretariat (PIFS) is based in Suva, Fiji and is funded by contributions from its sixteen 
members.   Its mission, goals and roles are included in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2 Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat  
PIFS Mission is: To ensure the effective implementation of the Leaders’ 
decisions for the benefit of the people of the Pacific. 
PIFS Goals are to: Stimulate economic growth 
Enhance political governance and security for the region 
Strengthen regional integration and cooperation 
PIFS Primary 
Roles are to 
provide: 
Policy advice and guidance in implementing the decisions of the 
Leaders 
Coordination and assistance in implementing the decisions of 
the Leaders 
Support to the Leaders' meetings, ministerial meetings, and 
associated committees and working groups 
Source: (PIFS 2010a) 
PIFS has a wide mandate covering a wide range of issues including: economic and 
political governance; security; strategic partnerships and coordination.  They are the lead 
agency for Pacific Island input and response at the international level.   There has been a 
long tradition of regionalism in the Pacific area.  It has been recognised by individual 
Pacific nations that they can achieve far greater benefits by having their views presented 
and negotiated from a regional platform than as separate nation states. 
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The Forum Leaders established the Council of Regional Organisations of the Pacific 
(CROP) in 1988 as one way to improve cooperation and coordination amongst the 
intergovernmental organizations working in the Pacific.  There are 11 CROP agencies 
working across the Pacific, some of these are broad in scope eg Secretariat of the Pacific 
Community (SPC) which has mandates in several areas, some are specific in scope eg 
Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) (SOPAC, 2010). 
 
PIFS has a relationship with each Pacific Island member through political structures in 
each country. Pacific Island leaders attend the annual Leader’s Forum, the Economic 
Ministers attend the Economic Ministers Forum, the Education Ministers attend the 
Education Ministers Forum and so on.  Each CROP agency also has a relationship with 
each Pacific Island member as they deliver programmes, run training and follow policy 
initiatives in their particular interest area/s.   
 
PIFS has taken the lead in discussion on the aid effectiveness agenda at a global and 
regional level as well.  The problems and issues relating to ineffective or inefficient aid 
delivery have been on the PIFS agenda and appeared in the Leaders’ communiqués since 
the inception communiqué in 1972.  In the inception communiqué 1 from 1972, the issue 
was framed as:  
‘Australia and New Zealand expressed their willingness to work closely with 
Island members and the Bureau to ... encourage cooperation in consultancy 
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services, in design and construction projects, including joint ventures with a 
maximum practicable use of Island resources’ (PIFS 1972a:2-3).  
 
Communiqué 2 in 1972 firmly placed aid effectiveness within the mandate of South 
Pacific Bureau of Economic Cooperation (the first incarnation of PIFS) when it identified 
one of the principal functions of the as being to ‘study the development plans and policies 
of Forum Members in an effort to promote cooperation in the region; and to investigate 
the scope for regional development planning’ (PIFS, 1972b:1-2). 
 
Aid coordination first appeared under its own heading in the 1974 communiqué and has 
continued to appear regularly ever since.  The specific challenges faced by small island 
nations were first raised at the Forum Leaders’ meeting (hosted in Funafuti) in 1984.  In 
the 1985 communiqué, the report on these challenges for small island nations stated: 
 
‘the smallest and most vulnerable members of the family deserve special 
attention. The Forum therefore recognises that special emphasis on meeting the 
needs of smaller island countries should be given through support of their 
national development strategies and through preferential treatment in regional 
programmes’ (PIFS, 1985:5).   
 
In the communiqué of 1984 the first mention is made of the desire of the Forum Leaders 
to investigate having a single regional organisation to provide development assistance 
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and technical advice for Pacific Island members, rather than the number of individual 
organisations that existed at that time.   
 
These historical matters are highlighted in order to make two points:  The first is that core 
issues in today’s global aid effectiveness agenda – coordination, harmonisation, 
efficiency, needs of small nations, role of the bilateral, regional and multilateral agencies 
in development delivery, centrality of country development plans to development 
decision making etc - are not new.  They have been part of the discussion at Leaders’ 
level in the Pacific region for over 35 years.   
 
Secondly, is that notwithstanding continued discussions on improving aid coordination 
and management within the region, the number of bilateral aid partners across the Pacific 
has increased, the ODA inflow to the region has increased, and the global and regional 
aid agenda has become laden with more agreements, declarations, and high level 
planning documents than ever before all of which require small developing country 
response. 
 
3.2 Pacific Principles of Aid Effectiveness 
The Paris Principles for Aid Effectiveness were signed in 2005.  In response to these 
principles, the Pacific Island Forum leader’s communiqué of 2006 agreed to make aid 
effectiveness ‘an integral part of the Pacific Plan’ (PIFS, 2006:9).  In July 2007 in Koror, 
Palau, Pacific Leaders signed the Pacific Principles on Aid Effectiveness.  These 
principles were an attempt by the Pacific to articulate the issues relating to aid 
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effectiveness that are specifically relevant in the Pacific region.  There are seven Pacific 
Principles, and while most of them come out of the Paris Principles, they also differ in 
important ways.  Table 3 compares both sets of Principles.   
 
Table 3 Paris and Pacific Principles 
Pacific Principles Paris Principles 
1. Country leadership and ownership Ownership 
2. Multi year commitments by development partners and 
countries aligned nationally identified priorities 
Alignment 
3. Greater Pacific ownership of regional development Ownership 
4. Development partners and countries pursue a 
coordinated approach …  encouraging harmonisation 
Harmonisation 
5. Strengthened institutional mechanisms and capacity 
in countries in enable increased use of local systems. 
Alignment 
6 (i). Provision of technical assistance that ensures 
capacity is built and benefits are tangible to support 
national ownership 
Ownership 
6 (ii) Short term Technical assistance addresses local 
skills gaps and are culturally sensitive 
Alignment 
7. Use of agreed monitoring and evaluation framework 
that will ensure joint assessments 
Mutual Accountability 
Source: (OECD 2008, PIFS 2010) 
 
It is interesting that there is no Pacific Principle that relates to the Paris Principle of 
Managing for Results.  It is also interesting that the Pacific felt the need to address issues 
relating to the provision of Technical Assistance  (TA) so directly in the Pacific 
Principles when it is not so prominent in the Paris Principles. The significance of 
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Technical Assistance as a modality of development support in Tuvalu will be dealt with 
later in this chapter.   
 
The Pacific Principles are not legally binding and several key development agencies such 
as the EU and Japan have expressed some reservations about them. However it is a sign 
of the prominence of the aid effectiveness agenda in the Pacific that such principles exist 
at all. 
 
Several countries in the world have taken the next step of enshrining the Paris Principles 
into a set of nationally relevant principles about aid effectiveness.  The country that is 
leading the Pacific in this regard is Papua New Guinea with its Kavieng Declaration 
signed by donors and PNG Government officials in February 2008.  The Kavieng 
Declaration contains a set of targets for implementation including limits on the number of 
missions the country will receive, targets for the percentage of aid inflow to be targeted to 
priority areas etc (PNG 2008). 
 
It is promising that the Pacific is involved in such contextualisation of the international 
aid effectiveness agenda, both regionally and at a national level. What remains to be seen, 
is whether or not donors who are more powerful, are going to be able to lose some of 
their self interest in fashioning what Naidu (1995:52) calls Pacific Island dependency.  
 
Now that we have an understanding of the importance of regionalism and the place of aid 
effectiveness in the Pacific it is time to turn our attention to Tuvalu. 
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3.3 Introducing Tuvalu 
The Pacific Ocean is as large as all the other oceans in the world put together, yet the 
land masses in it are tiny by comparison.  There are 22 island countries and territories in 
the Pacific. The largest in terms of land mass and population is Papua New Guinea where 
nearly 6 million of the region’s 8 million people live.  At the other end of the scale is 
Tuvalu, which is the second smallest country in the Pacific region in both land size and 
population.  Tuvalu has the third smallest population in the world and the fourth smallest 
landmass. (NZAID, 2010) 
 
Tuvalu is a low lying atoll nation, comprising eight islands or groups of islands 
comprising a total land mass of 26 square kilometres.  The island chain stretches 676 km 
from north to south and covers 757,000 square kilometres of ocean (Nations 
Encyclopedia, 2010). 
 
The name Tuvalu means group of eight.  The eight core islands or island groups that 
make up Tuvalu are: Nanumea, Nanumaga, Niutao, Nui, Vaitupu, Nukufetau, Nukulaelae 
and Funafuti.  Funafuti is the capital as well as the centre for government administration 
and the only airport.   The ninth island, Nuilakita has not had a permanent population 
and, as it belongs to Niutao, was not taken into account when naming Tuvalu at 
independence in 1979. 
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Tuvalu, was originally the Ellice Islands in the Gilbert and Ellice Island colony. It 
became independent in 1978.  The traditional life of Tuvaluan society existed for 
hundreds of years before the arrival of European traders, the blackbirders, and the 
European and Samoan missionaries in the 1860s.  (Laracy, 1983).  In 1877 Tuvalu, as the 
Ellice Islands, together with Kiribati (the Gilbert Islands) came under British jurisdiction.  
In 1892 the Ellice and the Gilbert islands became a British colony. Tuvalu was home to 
the American military during world War Two when the United States of America sought 
to hold back the Japanese advance across the Pacific.  In 1975, following overwhelming 
support, in a referendum, for independence from Kiribati, the country became an 
independent constitutional monarchy.  On October 1st 1978 Tuvalu became the 38th 
member of the Commonwealth (Isala, 1983). 
 
The UN (2002) describes Tuvalu’s atolls as ‘amongst the planet’s harshest 
environments’.  Tuvalu’s soil is poor and there is not much diversity in flora and fauna. 
Rain water is the main source of freshwater, supplemented by a small amount of 
underground water and a recently introduced desalination system. The land only supports 
coconut palms, pandanus, pulaka (a type of taro grown in a pit) and a small amount of 
vegetables and fruit.  
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Figure 1 Map of Tuvalu 
 
Source: (Mappery 2010)  
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3.3.1 Tuvalu’s Population 
The most recent census in Tuvalu took place in 2002. The total resident population at that 
time was 9359.1  Forty two percent of the population resides on Funafuti, the island with 
the fourth smallest land mass.  Funafuti’s population density (1,610 persons per square 
km) is much greater than that of the Outer Islands (222 persons per square km), putting 
intense pressure on the land on Funafuti (SPC, 2005a:9). 
 
Table 4  Tuvalu Population from 2002 Census 
 Total Enumerated 
Population 
Non Residents Total Resident 
Population 
Island T M F T M F T M F 
Nanumea Island 664 305 359 5 2 3 855 397 458 
Nanumaga Island 589 276 313 8 4 4 710 343 367 
Niutao Island 663 314 349 9 2 7 817 403 414 
Nui Island 548 263 285 25 13 12 610 285 325 
Vaitupu Island 1591 799 792 15 8 7 1310 657 653 
Nukufetau Island 586 286 300 4 2 2 701 351 350 
Funafuti Island 4492 2281 2211 130 82 48 3962 1994 1968 
Nukulaelae Island 393 186 207 6 2 4 392 182 210 
Niulakita Island 35 19 16 0 0 0 2 2 0 
Total Tuvalu 9561 4729 4832 202 115 87 9359 4614 4745 
Source: (SPC 2005c)  
 
There was a 7% increase in the total resident population between the 1991 census and the 
census of 2002.  This equates to 609 people.   The increase in resident population on 
Funafuti during the period was 10% whereas on the Outer Islands it was only 4.3%.  
 
                                                
1 Total population enumerated was 9561 less 202 non residents = 9359 
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Tuvalu’s 9359 residents fall into 1579 households, giving an average of 6 persons per 
household with slightly more than this in Funafuti (6.2) and slightly less on the outer 
islands (5.3) (SPC, 2005a). 
 
Tuvalu is a very homogenous population: 94% of the population identify themselves as 
‘Tuvaluan’ with a further 4.6% as ‘part Tuvaluan’. (SPC 2002a:22).  91% of the 
population are affiliated to the Ekalesia Kelisiano Tuvalu protestant church (ibid:23).  
Tuvalu is recognised as being a society with strong commitments to cultural traditions, 
family, community, religion and living in a manner that is closely linked to the marine 
environment and the ocean  (Knapman, Ponton and Hunt 2002). 
 
Similarly to other Pacific Island nations, Tuvalu has a young population.  The median age 
of the resident population dropped from 25.1 in 1991 to 23.6 in 2002 (SPC 2005a:18).  
The 2002 census showed that the dependency ratio (the number of dependent people 
(over 60 years or under 14 years) for every 100 persons of working age) increased from 
80 in 1991 to 82 persons in 2002 (ibid:19). This may seem a small increase but given the 
small population size is in fact significant as more people are having to be supported by 
each Tuvaluan of working age. 
 
3.3.2 Tuvalu’s Government Setting 
As an independent nation Tuvalu is a constitutional monarchy with the British Sovereign 
as Head of State.  The Governor General is a Tuvaluan citizen.  The system of 
governance is a unicameral parliamentary system based on the Westminster model but 
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without party affiliations. There are no real political parties in Tuvalu, but there are 15 
members of Parliament. Each Island votes for two representatives except for Nukulaelae 
which has the smallest population and therefore has only one member.  The Prime 
Minister is elected by the members of Parliament and has a Cabinet of no more than five 
ministers (GOT 2010).  
 
Given 42% of the population is under voting age there is an average of 360 persons for 
each parliamentary member in Tuvalu.  Hughes and Gosarevski (2004:17) argue Tuvalu 
is ‘saddled with swollen political establishments’ and that the cost for such 
establishments for such small states is ‘ridiculously high,’ however they then, by way of 
seeming contradiction, go on to say that Tuvalu deserves the title of the ‘most successful 
government in the Pacific’ (ibid:18). 
 
Goldsmith (2005:108) is less conflicted about the situation of Tuvalu when he cautions 
that if Tuvalu is a ‘weak state’ it is primarily because it is a very small state and not 
because the government has major political problems in exerting control over its 
constituent parts.   
 
The Government of Tuvalu has been the most significant employer in Tuvalu since 
independence.  In 1980 Tisdell and Fairbairn (1983:344) calculated that the Government 
employed 71% of waged employees. The 2002 census data does not give us the figures of 
those specifically employed by government, rather it concentrates on type of 
employment.  It showed that 37% of employees were in the public administration and 
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public services sector, 22% in the gas, water, electricity and construction sectors (many 
of these are owned and operated by government), 10% in the restaurant, hotel and 
wholesale and retail sectors (the Government owns the only hotel), and 9% in storage, 
communications and transport (of which the government has interests). It is only the 20% 
who identified as working in real estate and business services who are likely to be 
completely outside the government sector.   
 
With the government involved in many aspects of Tuvalu life and business it is not 
surprising that by 2008 the percentage employed by government had not changed much 
from the 1980 figure above, with the Government still providing employment for an 
estimated 68% of the population (Bryant and Wrighton 2008:31).  
 
Tuvalu Government is still highly centralised so the majority of public sector 
employment is on Funafuti.  Island based local government consists of a Falekaupule 
(Island Council) with its executive arm the Kaupule. The Falekaupule has responsibility 
for making decisions for the whole island.  All those over 18 are able to vote for who is 
represented on the Falekaupule although Panapa and Frankel (2008) claim the 
Falekaupule tend to be dominated by elders, chiefs and sometimes by church pastors. 
 
Although a large percentage of working age people in Tuvalu work for the government, 
the actual size of departments and ministries is very small.  The Ministry of Finance, 
which has the most dealings with development agencies, has only an establishment of 19 
staff in relevant departments. At any time, approximately 20% of these positions are 
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unfilled, either due to incumbents being away studying or because vacancies are not 
being able to be filled.  
 
3.3.3 Tuvalu’s Economy 
Tuvalu has two parallel economies – the semi-subsistence economy operating in the outer 
islands and a cash economy, largely centred on Funafuti.   
 
In the mid eighties Bertram and Watters conducted research on five Pacific island 
countries (Cook Islands, Niue, Tokelau, Kiribati and Tuvalu) all with a shared history of 
‘colonial welfareism’. They identified four key features that were influential in shaping 
the economic development of each of these countries.  These were; the access nationals 
of each country had to Migration, the rate of Remittance money returning to each 
country, the size and importance of Aid inflows to the economy and the size and 
importance of the Bureaucracy and the MIRAB model was born (Bertram and Watters, 
1985). 
 
Tuvalu’s relative economic stability is evidence of the importance of the MIRAB features 
as key aspects of the survival of Tuvalu (Goldsmith 2005).   To some extent MIRAB flies 
in the face of the literature around the vulnerability of smallness explored in Chapter Two 
because MIRAB can be seen as a sensible adjustment by smaller nations to a ‘revealed 
comparative advantage’ (Bertram 1999:106).   
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Connell and Brown (2005:5) identify the ‘complex and important social and economic 
dimensions’ remittances have, and this is certainly the case in Tuvalu which received 
USD$4.9million in remittance income in 2001, which equates to approximately 
USD$523 per head of population.  The 2002 census showed 18.1% of Tuvalu households 
listed remittances as their main source of income. On the Outer Islands remittances are 
very important with 47% of households receiving remittances more or less regularly 
whereas on Funafuti only 7% of households claim remittances as their main form of 
income. This is largely due to the size of the civil service and the level of wage 
employment on Funafuti where 76.5% stated wages were the most significant earner for 
them.   Much of the remittance inflow comes into Tuvalu from seafarers employed on 
international merchant and fishing ships.  Borovnik (2006:151) refers to this type of 
employment as ‘transversal temporary contract circulation’.  Features of this type of 
employment include regular returns home and institutionalised remittance as part of 
standard employment structures.   Remittances are still an important part of the economy 
of Tuvalu making up over 10% of GDP in 2008 (Nuiatui pers com 2010). 
 
Tuvalu’s aid inflow will be covered in more detail later in this chapter but sits 
consistently above 30% of GDP and at times has been above 60% of GDP. 
 
The size of government against the rest of the economy is a key feature in MIRAB 
economies. Pavlov and Sugden (2006) argue funding a large public sector wage and 
salary bills at the expense of support for basic service provision is evidence of the capture 
of aid by rural and urban elites. Feeny and Rogers’ (2008:527) are far more 
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understanding of the realities of small countries and outline four reasons why, in their 
view, small states tend to have larger governments relative to other developing countries. 
These are because: 
• they are open to trade;   
• a larger government cushions the impact of external shocks; 
• they are the recipients of large amounts of foreign aid: and  
• there is little domestic competition for labour. 
 
Tuvalu certainly proves the final two reasons and it is these that largely explain Hughes 
and Gosarevski’s (2004:17) ‘swollen political establishments’. The disproportionate size 
of political establishment in Tuvalu does not preclude it, and other small states from 
enjoying what Baldacchino (2006:49) refers to as their special ability to manage to 
‘extract some special advantages from their metropole’.  Baldacchino is referring here 
specifically to non independent states but the argument holds in Tuvalu if we consider 
Wellington and Canberra to be Tuvalu’s resident metropoles. 
 
3.3.4    Tuvalu Trust Fund 
One such example of Tuvalu being able to extract some special advantage is the existence 
of the Tuvalu Trust Fund (TTF). The TTF was established on 16 June 1987 in an 
international agreement between Tuvalu, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and 
Australia.  The intention of the agreement was to create a sovereign wealth fund where 
income from investment of the fund monies was channelled automatically into the 
recurrent budget of the Government of Tuvalu.  One of the reasons for Tuvalu being 
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ranked highly in terms of economic performance by Hughes and Gosarevski among 
others is the existence of the Tuvalu Trust Fund (TTF).   
 
Between 1987 and 2005 the Fund earned an average annual ‘inflation adjusted’ rate of 
return of about 6 per cent, net of investment management costs.  Annual returns to the 
Government budget have fluctuated from a high of $11.5million in 2005 to a low of a 
zero distributions in 2001 to 2004 and 2009.  (Paeniu 2010, personal communication). 
 
Mellor, et al. (2005) undertook a review of the TTF in 2005 and found that the existence 
of the Fund had some important economic impacts as it had:  
• created a financial asset for the current and future generations of Tuvalu which is 
currently valued at (in 2005) around $99 million (i.e. approaching four times the size 
of Tuvalu’s annual GDP); 
• funded around 17% of total recurrent budget revenue and around 18% of total 
recurrent budget expenditure over the period 1988-2004 as a whole; 
• strengthened positive external perceptions of Tuvalu’s finances through the broadly 
successful operation of the Fund and its governance structure (including the provision 
of independent policy advice by the TTFAC); 
• directly contributed (in recent years) around 7% of Tuvalu’s Gross National Income 
and a significantly higher proportion of its ongoing income from overseas. 
 
The Tuvalu Trust Fund (TTF) remains an important source of funding for the 
Government of Tuvalu’s recurrent budget (approximately 15% in 2008) and the funding 
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of government priorities in the medium to longer term. Hughes and Gosarevski (2008) 
argue that Tuvalu is one of the best-governed nations in the Pacific because it uses its 
revenue (from the Tuvalu Trust Fund, fishing licenses and from the international 
marketing of the internet domain suffix .tv) to invest in infrastructure rather than trying to 
sell passports or run off shore banking.  
 
The independent advice and management Tuvalu receives for the Tuvalu Trust Fund has 
ensured it does not fall into the situation where very small countries, lacking the 
opportunity to invest their own resources domestically, invest overseas, beyond domestic 
supervision and make wrong or corrupt decisions (Larmour and Barcham 2006).  
 
3.4 Tuvalu as an Aid Recipient  
Tuvalu is classified as a Least Developed Country (LDC) and is highly aid dependent. 
Soon after its 1979 independence, Tuvalu was listed as a Pacific country likely to be 
permanently dependant on foreign aid to sustain its standard of living (Fisk 1982, cited in 
Tisdell and Fairbairn, 1983).  Aid has continued to be a significant part of the total GDP 
of Tuvalu ever since then. 
 
Some AUD$99.3million (adjusted to the Tuvalu Consumer Price Index) came into 
Tuvalu between 2002 and 2008 in the form of grant aid.   
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Figure 2 
 
Note: amount shown in Australian $ 
Source: (Government of Tuvalu (GOT), 2009) 
 
Figure 2 shows the total grant aid flow annually in both nominal and real (adjusted to the 
Tuvalu CPI) terms.  Grant aid inflow has averaged $12.4 million per year over this period 
(ibid:2009). Using the 2002 census data as a starting point and applying the standard SPC 
population growth projections through to 2008 gives an average annual population of 
9724. This equates to an average of $1,275 of grant aid per capita per year over this same 
period. 
 
Figure 3 below annualises the grant aid flow into Tuvalu from 2002 – 2008 (real using 
Tuvalu CPI) as a percentage of GDP figures.  
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Figure 3 
 Source: (TTFAC 2009) 
 
Recent comparative data on ODA levels across the Pacific (AusAID 2009), using 2007 
data, showed that Tuvalu received the fourth highest percentage of ODA against GDP of 
the Pacific Island countries in 2007. The three countries that received a higher percentage 
of aid against GDP in 2007 were: the Solomon Islands, Niue and Nauru.  For each of 
these countries it is possible to identify a specific reason why aid against GDP would be 
so high.  In the Solomon Islands it is because of the costs associated with the RAMSI 
mission, Niue’s dependence on NZ means a large inflow of aid from NZ on an annual 
basis and in Nauru the Australian funding for the Asylum Seekers processing centres was 
counted as ODA.  However for Tuvalu there is no similar reason for high ODA against 
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GDP.  The following table shows the percentage of ODA against GDP for the other 
Pacific LDCs using the same 2007 figures.  These figures make the influence of the 
RAMSI very clear for Solomon Islands and show Tuvalu as the Pacific LDC receiving 
the highest percentage of ODA against GDP. 
 
Table 5 ODA as % of  GDP for Pacific Least Developed Countries 2007 
Least Developed Country ODA as % GDP 
Samoa 7 
Vanuatu 13 
Kiribati 35 
Tuvalu 44 
Solomon Islands 65 
  (Source: AusAID 2009) 
 
The high amount of ODA against GDP for Tuvalu needs to be considered in light of the 
international commitment to increase aid flows.  Feeny and Clarke (2008) are clear that 
there are limits to the amounts of foreign aid inflows an economy can absorb and these 
limits have important implications for scaling up of foreign aid.  McGillivray and Feeny’s 
(2008:10) research takes this further as they focus on growth efficient levels of aid 
against GDP and caution against donors providing aid in excess of 13.8% of GDP for 
countries that are fragile and 38.38% of aid against GDP for countries that are not. Even 
without discussing whether or not Tuvalu can be described as ‘fragile’ it is already clear 
that Tuvalu receives significantly more aid than what McGillivray and Feeny would call 
growth efficient. 
 
Tuvalu, like other small states, depends heavily on bilateral aid donors and international 
agencies to fund some core government functions.   This adds to the vulnerability for 
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small countries because, in spite of their judicial sovereignty, their size may make them 
particularly vulnerable to international pressure (Warrington 1998:101).  
 
Tuvalu is particularly vulnerable in this regard because of what Shroff (2002:42) refers to 
as the the vertiable ‘alphabet soup’ of agencies now involved in development in the 
Pacific in general and Tuvalu in particular.  Shroff describes how most Pacific Island 
countries have broadened their bilateral relationships beyond their former colonial links 
and now actively engage with other bilateral partners (such as Japan, China, Korea, 
Taiwan, Canada, Indonesia, and more recently, Cuba).  Many also have an expanded 
relationship with EU. The same Paicifc Island countries have substantial dealings with a 
large number of regional, and multilateral agencies.  The United Nations connection 
alone has spilled into FAO, WHO, UNDP, UNESCO, UNIFEM, UNICEF and a myriad 
of other agencies (Shroff, 2002).  In the multilateral environment alone, Hughes and 
Gosarevski (2008) identify some 30 UN and international agencies and multilateral banks 
Tuvalu belongs to. 
 
This level of dependence creates a tension between Tuvalu’s constitutional independence 
and their becoming what Jackson 1990 (in Larmour and Barcham, 2006:181) refers to as 
a ‘quasi state’.  Crocombe (2001) also highlights the tension for countries that are highly 
dependent on aid because they operate in an environment where it is politically important 
to stress independence and sovereignty but in reality the practice of politicians is one of 
maximum dependence.  
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Table 6 (below) shows the breakdown of grant aid in the period 2002-2008 by aid donor 
(GOT, 2009). The Republic of China (Taiwan), and Japan between them provide 50% of 
all the grant inflows.  Australia and New Zealand are next with a combined inflow of 
34%. Development partners in the ‘other’ category include the Canada Fund, Turkey, 
Greece, Germany, India, France and others.  
 
Table 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Note: above amount shown in Australian dollars 
  Source: Government of Tuvalu (2009) 
 
 
The International Aid for Tuvalu Statistical Summary 2001-2008 (GOT, 2009) classifies  
grant aid into three types.  Table 7 below shows the split between the three types, of aid.  
 
 
 
  
 
Grant Aid Inflow 2002 - 2008 by Donor
Donor Grant Aid
% of Total 
Inflow
Japan 25,420,753          22%
ROC 33,615,673          29%
AusAID 22,067,549          19%
NZAID 15,544,369          14%
EU 8,464,601            7%
ADB 4,071,000            4%
Multilateral 3,074,553            3%
Regional 1,875,094            2%
Others 794,892               1%
Total 114,928,484   
Note: Nominal values 
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Table 7 
     (Source Government of Tuvalu 2009) 
 
Technical assistance is listed as only 8% of the total grant aid inflow in these figures.  A 
detailed line-by-line analysis of aid inflow data casts doubt on the 8% figure.  Much of 
what is classified as ‘Financial’ in the report prepared by Government of Tuvalu officials, 
including the myriad of in-country based training programmes will largely be led by 
technical assistance from outside Tuvalu.  This would make the technical assistance 
percentage of the total aid inflow a lot more substantial. 
   
This is important because, as we will see in Chapter Five, discussions with Tuvalu 
government officials indicate that the arrival of missions from outside Tuvalu to assist in 
development work is the component of the aid relationship that takes the largest 
proportion of their time and input.   
 
AusAID and NZAID between them provided 73% of the Technical Assistance during the 
period (AusAID 53% NZAID 20%), so issues relating to the impacts of TA on Tuvalu 
officials explored in Chapters Five and Six will be of particular interest to these donors. 
 
Grant Aid 2002-2008 by Type of Aid
Amount 
% of 
Total
 Capital 56,883,520      46%
 Financial 55,269,621      45%
 Technical 
Assistance 10,234,531      8%
122,387,672    100%
Note: Real adjusted by Tuvalu CPI
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3.5 Tuvalu’s Development Planning 
Te Kakeega II National Strategies for Sustainable Development 2005-2115 (GOT 2005) 
is the latest in a series of national planning documents developed by the Government of 
Tuvalu. Te Kakeega II arose from a nationwide series of development planning 
workshops and consultations in 2004. The following eight key strategic areas are 
identified in the Te Kakeega II:   
• Good governance;  
• Macroeconomic growth and stability;  
• Social development: health, welfare, youth, gender, housing, and poverty 
alleviation;  
• Outer island and falekaupule development;  
• Employment and private sector development;  
• Human resource development;  
• Natural resources: agriculture, fisheries, tourism and environmental 
 management; and 
• Infrastructure and support services.  
  
Te Kakeega II provides policy objectives and strategies for the achievement of each of 
the eight areas. There is a general section on performance monitoring for each strategic 
area, but no specific indicators are given.  Tuvalu intends Kakeega II to be the lead 
document underpinning the funding decisions of donors.  For several years the 
Government has used two documents to support this process: the aid management donor 
matrix (eg GOT, 2010a), and Kakeega Revisited, in which progress against the strategies 
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of the annual plan is reported against annually (eg GOT, 2010b). 
 
Tuvalu hosts an annual Donor Round Table meeting (DRTM).  This is a chance for all 
donors to get together at one time and to discuss development issues and respond to 
funding requests from Tuvalu.  These round table meetings occur in Suva or in Funafuti 
on a turn about basis.  This is a response on the part of Tuvalu to take some control of 
coordinating development delivery but represents, at best, a partial response to the issue 
of donor fragmentation.  
 
Tuvalu is a small and remote nation in the Pacific Ocean. It is characterised by significant 
dependence on development assistance, which is, in turn, characterised by significant 
asymmetries of power. As a case study Tuvalu provides a graphic and vivid story of the 
complex challenges facing multi donor development delivery in a specific place. On the 
one hand this specificity focuses the issues for the purposes of research and analysis yet 
simultaneously provides a platform for the broader more abstract theoretical debate 
challenge surrounds it. 
 
Pacific countries have been calling for coordinated donor activity for nearly 50 years. 
While Tuvalu has established various forums such as the DRTMs in order to grapple with 
diverse and persistent demands for participation in the development delivery process.  
These measures are symptomatic of a difficult ongoing juggling act balancing the needs 
of donors against the realities that face Tuvalu officials. It is this issue which is at the 
core of this study. 
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The following chapter outlines the methodological challenges faced undertaking this 
research in Tuvalu, the decisions made and the methodological approaches taken during 
this research. 
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Chapter Four - Tuvaluan Reality and the Temporary Insider 
4.0 Introduction 
It is important to culturally embed debate in particular places and to identify in detail the 
issues that emerge out of that embedding. Chapter one outlined the nature of the 
development problem in Tuvalu focusing on a particular set of questions that guide this 
study. Against this, chapter two presented a backdrop of theoretical debate regarding the 
emergence of the participatory paradigm and its institutionalisation. While the subsequent 
pressures emerging from this process are only recently beginning to be realised the 
broader issue of coordination clearly has a longer lineage. It is at the confluence of these 
processes that recipient nations such as Tuvalu, contextualised in Chapter Three, attempt 
to manage the ongoing relationships, and it is here we must look in order to understand 
the specific nature of the challenges they face. 
 
This chapter will discuss the objectives for the research and how these informed the 
methodological approach taken in this study.  The chapter will also discuss the theoretical 
issues that surround the approach taken.  The chapter commences with a description of 
how the background of the researcher informed the method chosen and then looks at 
research took place in Tuvalu. 
 
4.1 Positionality of the Researcher 
The challenge I faced as a development professional with over ten years practical 
experience in the Pacific was how to structure my research so that it did not turn into a 
self serving exercise that was of more benefit to me than to the respondents who gave me 
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so much of their time.   This is a particular issue in Tuvalu where the population is so 
small and those that I wanted to interview are also part of the regular meeting schedule 
for all other development agency staff and officials.  I did not want to be adding to the 
problem of over-consultation I was writing about. 
 
However my years of working in Tuvalu in a variety of guises (NZAID official, AusAID 
and NZAID contractor, Canada Fund Coordinator and most recently Tuvalu Government 
Representative on the Tuvalu Trust Fund Advisory Committee) alongside these same 
officials I now wanted to interview means I am known to them.  I have achieved what 
Mullings (1999) refers to as temporary insider status so that we have some shared 
positional space in our discussions. 
 
Initially I was concerned that my multiple roles in Tuvalu might make me less credible as 
a researcher.  After all, as Tuhiwai Smith (1999:136) asserts, ‘consent is not so much 
given for a project or specific set of questions but for a person for their credibility’.  
However given that my most recent relationship with the Government of Tuvalu has been 
as their appointment on an international committee, I was confident my credibility could 
handle the splitting of roles during my visits across one or more tasks.   
 
My ongoing work in Tuvalu has afforded me the luxury of having conversations about 
donor practice and policy in development work that have been revisited over the years.  
In some ways I have been able to ‘fill in some gaps’ before I started the official research 
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in a way that is not often able to be achieved by development researchers limited to 
completing field work in discrete chunks of time  (Murray and Overton 2003).   
 
The issue that forms the central core of this research - the views of Tuvalu officials to the 
practices of donor consultation - has been developed in conjunction with colleagues in 
Tuvalu, I have had time to revisit the issues and to ensure that the outputs of this research 
are more than a personal academic thesis but in fact provide some tangible benefits to the 
Tuvalu officials who have shared their realities with me.  I have tried to ensure that the 
design of the research takes into account the relational aspects of the participants and the 
researcher (see Tuhiwai Smith, 1999; Mullings, 1999). 
 
As noted by Scheyvens (2003) local voices are seldom heard commenting on 
development policy or contributing to mainstream development planning, It was 
important to me that this research allowed the voices of Tuvalu officials to be heard so 
that I could contribute the development of a Pacific philosophy or ethic – a set of 
applicable concepts and values to guide interaction within countries, within the region 
and with the rest of the world (see Huffer and Qalo, 2004; Huffer, 2005). 
I wanted, through this work, to present a slice of reality into the practice of development 
partners operating in Tuvalu.  
 
4.2 Development Reality in Tuvalu 
Because of the existing and ever changing relationship between the nature of reality 
(ontology) and the nature of knowledge (epistemology) it is clear that reality is ‘socially 
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constructed’ (subjective).  There can be no single reality - it changes as the relationships 
change and will always only be partially known. The underlying philosophical 
assumption of this study, therefore, is one of interpretation (interpretive paradigm). The 
study is interpretive because it relies on gathering in-depth information. Geertz (1973) 
calls this gathering ‘thick-descriptions’, from a small number of participants.  The interest 
of this study lies in understanding the lived experiences of Tuvalu government officials 
as they interact with development partners. This research allowed the individuals being 
interviewed to identify their reality and what is meaningful for them and then reflects 
their reality against an assessment of the number of development agency visits and 
missions occurring over set periods of time.   
 
It is my view that the decision I made to provide quantitative support for the qualitative 
realities of Tuvalu government officials legitimises their shared reality, provides greater 
policy relevance and makes it harder for development agencies to discount the 
experiences of these officials. 
 
It is hoped that this collection of findings will make it possible to construct a shared 
reality and for this reality to have resonance for other small countries experiencing the 
same levels of donor traffic.  
 
4.3 Tuvalu as a Case Study 
As observed in Chapter Three, Tuvalu is a unique developing nation due to its size and 
location and is therefore appropriate for an individual case study.  One of the purposes of 
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this research from my own perspective and that of the Tuvalu officials I interviewed is to 
influence policy. Using a case study methodology is therefore appropriate as the aim of 
qualitative case study research is to develop analytic, as opposed to scientific, 
generalisations. Yin (1989) refers to the importance of working on case study research to 
make level one inferences: those relating to policy and theory.  This was an important 
consideration when setting up a case study approach as it was important to me that the 
research be useful in a policy sense for both Tuvalu and those development agencies 
working in Tuvalu.    
 
Yin provides three rationales for the use of single case study as opposed to taking a 
multiple case study approach.  These are: 
• When it is analogous to a single experiment (with many of same conditions that 
justify a single experiment). 
• Where the case represents an extreme or unique example or 
• Where it is a revelatory case – a chance to observe that which has not been able to 
be observed before. (ibid: 46-48) 
These are all relevant to the use of Tuvalu as a single case given it is ‘an object of interest 
in its own right’ and one in which ‘the researcher aims to provide an in-depth elucidation 
of’ (Bryman 2004:50). 
 
One of standard criticisms of case study research is that you cannot make generalisations 
from individual cases. On the other hand research that is inductive in nature adds value to 
the process of in-depth investigation of a single case. Such inductive reasoning takes the 
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researcher on a journey from the particular to the general, that is, from a set of specific 
observations to the discovery of a pattern that represents some degree of order (Babbie, 
2004).  Bryman (2004:52-53) supports the value of a single case study as he argues that 
because case study researchers engage in ‘theoretical analysis in relation to their intensive 
examination of a single case’, case study research clearly has a place in the inductive 
tradition of research because of relationship between theory and research.  
 
4.4 Research, the Researcher and the Researched 
Research helps to build a sound base of relevant knowledge. The objectives of the 
research help make decisions about methodology/ies applicable to that research.   
 
Under any research sits the philosophical or theoretical framework (paradigm) of the 
researcher.  Babbie (2002) argues that paradigms are often difficult to recognise as such 
because they are so implicit and taken for granted.  Articulating your research paradigm 
is based on the answering the following questions: how do you perceive the world 
(ontology)? What is it possible to know about the world and how might we know it 
(epistemology)? How might the world be interpreted (methodology) Murray and Overton  
(2003)?   Jennings (2001) goes on to identify 6 forms of paradigm. These are positivism, 
interpretive, critical theory, feminist perspectives, postmodernism and chaos theory.   
 
This research is an amalgam of a range of theoretical perspectives. My key take on the 
nature of the development process and how this impacts on Tuvalu is driven by a critique 
of the modernist paradigm. So in one sense it is postmodern as it utilises the researcher as 
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a research tool. More importantly it is postmodern because it is not driven by an 
expectation that Tuvalu will undertake a development transformation which mirrors that 
of first world developed states. It is also interpretive in that my in-depth understanding of 
Tuvalu and the access that Tuvalu officials have given me affords me permission to 
interpret their realities in relation to the issues that form the core of this research.  
 
As a researcher, understanding my own underlying philosophy has allowed me to make 
informed decisions relating to the methods I chose to use as I progressed with the 
research.  I took into account Walsh’s (2005:89) assertion that decisions about how to 
approach gathering of data arise directly from the ‘philosophy, ontological and 
epistemological assumptions, disciplinary orientation, and paradigm of the researcher’.  
For this reason we need to discuss several methodological issues and how my philosophy 
underpinned the decisions I made when putting this research together, 
 
4.5 Taking a Qualitative Approach 
In research the distinction between quantitative and qualitative is often associated with 
the way the researcher collects data. In a quantitative study, data are collected in numbers 
or are very soon converted into them, and are subsequently analysed and reported in the 
same form. Quantitative research entails a deductive approach in which the focus is on 
testing theories.  Such an approach also incorporates the practices and norms of a 
positivist scientific model where reality is viewed as an external objective thing.   
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Quantitative methods of data collecting allow for very limited contact with people and 
are often used to enumerate and compare (eg: dollar amounts, birth rates, number of 
migrants etc). Such empirical methods ensure objectivity as they do not allow for any 
personal disclosure and/or emotional involvement. 
 
Qualitative research, on the other hand, collects data as language (the technical language 
of the researcher or the everyday language of the respondents), emphasises an inductive 
approach to the relationship between theory and research, rejects the practices and norms 
of a positivist scientific model and embodies a view of reality as a constantly shifting 
property created by individuals.  Language is used to describe behaviour, social 
relationships, social processes, social situations, and in particular, the meanings people 
give to their activities, the activities of others, and to objects and social contexts (Blaikie, 
2000; Bryman, 2004).  
 
Qualitative data collection methods often entail immersion into the world of the 
participants and allow the researcher to become, to some extent, an insider and to 
discover the culture and world view of the social actors’ taking part. As noted earlier the 
long term relationship I have had with Tuvalu has enabled me to easily slip into the role 
of a ‘temporary insider’ for this research (Mullings, 1999). 
 
Qualitative research ‘seeks to understand the world through interacting with, empathising 
with and interpreting actions and perceptions of its actors’  (Sullivan and Brockington 
2004:5). The tendency of qualitative research to generate theory rather than test it was an 
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important consideration in the selection of qualitative interview based methodology for 
this research.   
 
Regardless of the data collection methods, the data collected needs to be interpreted 
within the particular ontological and epistemological assumptions of the researcher.  In 
addition, Walle (1997:535) asserts “the choice of emics/art (qualitative) or etics/science 
(quantitative) must be determined by the situation in which research takes place, not by 
some misguided search for rigor simply for its own sake”.  
 
Travers M (2001), identifies 5 main qualitative methods observation, interviewing, 
ethnographic fieldwork, discourse analysis and textual analysis.  This research is largely 
qualitative and the use of semi structured in-depth interviews as the main form of data 
collection responds to Walle’s (1997) insistence on appropriacy to the field situation 
being a significant driver of the research method chosen.  Semi structured interviews 
balance the need for a certain degree of rigour so that participants take a similar journey 
throughout the interview, while allowing responsiveness to the field setting which 
enables participants to better reflect their own realities.   
 
4.6 Talanoa Research 
Some work has been done around the use of Pacific specific methodologies in research 
(see Tuhiwai Smith, 1999; Crocombe, 2001; Nabobo Baba, 2004; Tuhiwai Smith, 2004; 
Robinson and Robinson, 2005; Vaioleti, 2006; Otsuka, 2006). ‘Talanoa research’ has 
received some focus as a Pacific relevant research methodology.  Talanoa means ‘talk’ or 
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‘discussion’ in Fijian, Samoan and Tongan (Robinson and Robinson 2005).  Broadly the 
term refers to formal or informal conversations, talks or exchanging of ideas.  The 
freedom of a Talanoa approach literally ‘talking about nothing in particular and 
interacting without a rigid framework’ (Vaioleti 2006:23) does not imply that information 
gathered from such processes is without importance, in fact the opposite is the case, as 
Talanoa offers the potential for the emergence of critical discussion and/or knowledge 
creation out of the multi layered discussions and free conversations that take place.    
 
Given that the Pacific way is oral rather than written, the use of interviewing as one of the 
main data collection methods is a good fit in this setting. Relationships are important in 
Talanoa conversations.  Otsuka (2006) refers to the good interpersonal relationship and 
rapport needed between researcher and researched, but also acknowledges the 
expectation that researchers and participants share not only time and interests but also 
emotions.  
 
The Talanoa approach is relevant especially to the culture of Fiji, but has resonance in 
Polynesia where oratory and verbal negotiation are also important.  My approach to the 
use of a semi structured interview leads to a greater degree of control over the subject and 
direction of the interview than other Talanoa approaches.  This increased control is set 
balanced by the use of myself, as a known insider, which fits well within the Talanoa 
tradition as the distance between researcher and researched is removed and participants 
work alongside a human face they can relate to. 
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4.7 Researching in the Developing World 
Nabobo-Baba’s claim that the knowledge derived from researchers has had a hand in how 
indigenous peoples have been projected and represented to the world reminds us of the 
representational power researchers have (Nabobo-Baba U 2004:21). Tuhiwai Smith 
(1999:176) articulates the power researchers have more strongly when she says:   
 
“It is critical the researchers recognize the power dynamic which is embedded in 
the relationship with their subjects.  Researchers are in receipt of privileged 
information.  They may interpret it within an overt theoretical framework, but 
also in terms of a covert ideological framework, they have the power to distort, to 
make invisible, to overlook, to exaggerate and to draw conclusions based not on 
factual data, but on assumptions, hidden value judgements….they have the power 
to extend knowledge or to perpetuate ignorance”. 
 
Development research differs from research in other disciplines in three ways: firstly it is 
often carried out in an environment that is different from, and distant to, the one in which 
the researcher normally lives and operates, secondly it is often carried out in a language 
that is not the primary one of the researcher and finally it usually takes place in discrete 
time periods (Murray and Overton 2003). All of these features challenge the 
philosophical underpinnings of qualitative work because it is the relationship between the 
interviewer and the respondent that will determine the quality of the material gathered 
during the interviews.  All of these features also challenged me to analyse closely what I 
was hoping to achieve, so the research methods I used, the time I spent in country, and 
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the outputs of the research all sought to legitimise Pacific knowledge and experience 
rather than undermining it. 
 
Escobar’s (1995) assertion that development discourse, over time, has been constructed 
to legitimise the voice of western experts and undermine those of local people. should 
raise concern for any development researcher and certainly caused me to pause for 
thought.  While it may be the duty of development researchers to ‘inform development 
practise’ … and ‘to provide alternatives to existing patterns of development’ (Corbridge 
1998:42 cited in Scheyvens, et al. 2003:139) it is also important to recognise that 
research, as well as being a moral search for knowledge is also a set of human activities 
that reproduces particular social relations of power (Tuhiwai Smith L, 1999). 
 
Being aware that the research I was undertaking was in an environment and a reality that 
is not my own, and working alongside participants who operated from paradigms that are 
not necessarily shared with me meant I had to be careful that I answered for myself how 
the voices of ‘others’ could be incorporated into the research without  “colonizing them 
in a manner that reinforces patterns of domination?” (England 1994:85).  
 
The issue of domination has particular resonance in the Pacific.  Nabobo-Baba (2004:17) 
identifies aspects of Pacific culture ‘our abilities to connect, relate to one another and 
benefit from our relationships’ as having been effectively ‘silenced’ in research. This is 
because researchers cannot recognise value in ways of operating that are outside the 
paradigm underpinning the work of the researcher.  
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Huffer and Qalo (2004:98) refer to the challenge for Non Pacific researchers working in 
Pacific environments as being the need to highlight and mainstream Pacific ideas and 
values so that they are understood, integrated and ‘recycled’ into a body of thought from 
which a strong negotiating stance can be developed.   
 
Taking this issue further, they argue that ‘economists have been looking for ways to 
successfully integrate Pacific societies into the world of western economic rationalism 
that they have come to see Pacific attitudes as a constraint or barrier to their mission 
rather than as an area to be taken seriously’ (ibid:89) has resonance for researchers as 
well, who spend their time trying to make sense of what they are seeing from the 
viewpoint of their own experience.   
 
4.8 Research Design 
Initially my research had one major focus to identify the realities of Tuvalu officials face 
when dealing with development agencies.   
 
However, as part of the work I do as the Government of Tuvalu adviser on the Tuvalu 
Trust Fund Advisory Committee (TTFAC) I am charged (along with the other two 
advisers) to undertake particular pieces of analysis in response to requests from donors 
and from the Tuvalu Government. While in country during the October 2009 TTFAC 
mission, TTFAC had been asked to look into donor consultation and aid management 
issues.  This was, in part, in response to interest in my thesis from both Government of 
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Tuvalu officials and donor partners but also as a result of AusAID’s interest in these 
matters as a response to the recently signed Cairns Compact.  I proposed, and it was 
agreed by all parties, that I would undertake a rapid appraisal of visitor arrivals into 
Tuvalu. I would do this by meeting each plane as it arrived into the Tuvalu International 
airport and identifying each development related visitor. Using networks I had in Tuvalu 
I would attempt to identify each person who arrived into Tuvalu.  
 
It was hoped that this rapid appraisal would enable the government to get a sense of the 
level of development agency traffic in and out of Tuvalu over the three week period.  
There was such a lot of interest generated by the results of the October appraisal, which I 
reported to the Development Coordination Committee at the end of the TTFAC mission, 
that I repeated this rapid appraisal on my two week April 2010 visit.  The results of both 
appraisals show a startling number of development related activity. 
 
The expansion of my research into the provision of quantitative data on number of 
missions has had the bonus of providing some legitimacy to the shared reality expressed 
by officials in their interviews and added significant value to the overall research. 
 
4.9 Interviews with Government Officials 
Qualitative in-depth, semi structured interviews of six current and two past Tuvalu 
Government officials was the main method of data collection for the first part of the 
research.   
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An in-depth semi structured interview schedule was used to collect data from Tuvalu 
government officials. The interview schedule (Appendix One) was constructed around a 
core of standard predetermined questions. The interview questions were open-ended and 
the respondents were asked for facts as well as opinions. Open-ended questions were 
devised to allow for a closer link to the ‘Talanoa Approach’ discussed in Chapter Three.  
In this approach the questions are used as a guide, rather than a prescription, the time 
spent together is more conversational in tone and the length of the interview is not fixed, 
rather it responds to the realities faced by the participants.  Such interviews are highly 
appropriate in a Pacific oral culture as they give participants a place to start but are not 
prescriptive in where the participant might go in their response.  Jennings (2001) 
identifies among the many advantages in the use of semi-structured interviews the 
responsiveness that such an approach allows the interviewer who is able to follow paths 
the interviewee is interested in pursuing while collecting material on complex issue 
(Jennings 2001:166). 
 
In-depth interviews were conducted with six current senior Government of Tuvalu 
officials and two previous senior officials who worked in the aid coordination area, both 
of whom now no longer work within government.  I had informally chatted with potential 
participants on a work visit to Tuvalu in April 2009.  I confirmed that I was undertaking 
the Masters research and that the research field visit would take place in October 2009.  I 
canvassed interest in taking part in the research.  I communicated with potential 
interviewees by email and telephone over the period April – September 2009 and was 
able to confirm a list of respondents by the middle of September 2009.   
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The field visit took place in October 2009. Whereas one week was specifically set aside 
for the research component of this thesis, I added the week onto two other pieces of work 
I was contracted to do in Tuvalu – thus giving me a three week period in country.  
 
Interview questions had been sent to each respondent prior to my departure from New 
Zealand and well prior to the actual interview being conducted. This helped in three 
ways. Firstly, it allowed respondents to seek clarity on questions they found ambiguous. 
Secondly, they had time to prepare themselves to provide most accurate and updated 
information during the actual interview. Thirdly, it helped the interviewee to get familiar 
with the questions, thus allowing the interview session to proceed in a smooth and natural 
fashion. Each interview was intended to last between 45 minutes to an hour.   
 
The six serving government officials interviewed are all busy people and they form the 
elite in the Tuvalu government cadre of high ranking officials.  They are busy balancing 
the needs of their government for domestic related policy and implementation work with 
the expanding global agenda for development.  This agenda seeks to consult on most 
things and seeks the participation of as many as possible in the interests of ownership and 
transparency.  Appointments I had made in advance were often changed at the last minute 
due to the arrival of a development mission or team of consultants, or the departure at 
short notice of the official concerned to travel to represent Tuvalu at an international 
meeting.  It was therefore important to be flexible. One interview took place over more 
than two days as our first scheduled meeting was interrupted due to the arrival of a donor 
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mission and throughout the second meeting another donor mission was kept waiting to 
allow the interview to be completed. 
 
The work related visit to Tuvalu I undertook in April 2010, during the thesis writing 
period allowed me to complete the second rapid appraisal and helped to ensure that the 
requirements for any follow up interview time were able to be met within the constraints 
of the officials’ schedules.  It also provided an opportunity for respondents to read and 
check the chapters where their comments appear.  I was also invited to give a 
presentation to the Planning and Budget Division of the Ministry of Finance on the thesis 
findings during my April 2010 visit.   
 
I have had conversations relating to development with Tuvalu government and with 
donor officials over a long period of time.  I felt able, therefore, to refer to these 
discussions in the analysis chapter by way of comparing them with findings arising from 
the formal interviews and in order to demonstrate a historical perspective to the analysis.   
 
4.10 Attribution 
In the initial stages of this research I had intended to attribute comments, thus making the 
comments non-anonymous. All those interviewed were aware that their comments were 
attributable.2 However as I wrote up the findings I became aware that assigning 
comments to particular individuals could be counter productive and might lead to a 
lessening in significance of the comments.  As I want this research to be useful for the 
                                                
2 See Appendices 2 and 3 for Information Form and Consent Sheet 
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Government of Tuvalu and to influence donor practice I do not want those using the 
research to qualify any statements made based on personal knowledge by the reader of 
the individual who had made them.  Discussion with my supervisor and with the Tuvalu 
officials interviewed agreed to a change to anonymous contribution.   
 
I accept, as do those interviewed, that given the small size of the civil service in Tuvalu it 
may still be possible to identify respondents in some cases.  For clarity of reading I have 
referenced responses A – H.  I have not differentiated the responses of the current and the 
past government officials.  This is for two reasons. Firstly there are significant overlaps in 
the responses of both groups.  But more importantly the fact that there are only two ex aid 
officials interviewed makes them too easy to identify if they are referenced differently 
from the current officials.   
 
On my second visit to Tuvalu in April 2010 only two of the initial six currently serving 
senior officials were still in the country.  A combination of overseas postings, leaving on 
scholarship and maternity leave had moved four senior officials within a six month 
period.  This degree of shift of personnel is normal in Tuvalu where at any one time the 
Personnel and Training Division of the Office of the Prime Minister estimate that 20% of 
civil servants might be away from the office (Apinelu, 2010 pers com). Both the ex- 
government officials were in the country when I returned in April 2010 and employed on 
the same basis as they were during the October 2009 visit. 
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Tracking down the officials who were out of the country proved to be difficult.  With the 
exception of two respondents I did manage to get hold of all those interviewed to confirm 
their acceptance of the chapters where their anonymous comments appear.  
 
4.11 Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined the key issues underpinning the methodology for this research.  
We have discussed the selection of Tuvalu as a single case study, the choice of qualitative 
‘talanoa based’ methodologies backed up with quantitative rapid appraisals.   We have 
examined the issues facing me as a researcher doing interpretive postmodern research in 
an environment where I am only a temporary insider with multiple roles.   
 
Keeping the methodology consistent with the Tuvalu cultural context was discussed as 
were some of the practical considerations of undertaking work in Tuvalu. As such the 
chapter seeks to embed the research findings of the next chapter within the cultural and 
institutional context of Tuvalu’s development relations.   
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Chapter Five – Participation Practice and Pressure  
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter will present the findings of the semi-structured interviews with Tuvalu 
government officials and the rapid appraisal of development related arrivals into Tuvalu, 
both of which took place during the field work period in October 2009.  I will also briefly 
cover the second rapid appraisal of development arrivals I was able to complete on my 
visit to Tuvalu in April 2010 for my ongoing work on the Tuvalu Trust Fund.  The first 
part of the chapter will concentrate on the statistics around development visitor arrivals, 
the scope of their missions, the time they take in country and raise the potential impacts 
of this for analysis in the next chapter. The second part of this chapter presents the 
findings from the interviews with Tuvalu government officials.  
 
5.1 Rapid Appraisal Findings 
Air Pacific, through their subsidiary Pacific Sun uses 42 seat ATR 42 propeller planes to 
fly two services a week return between Suva and Funafuti.  Wherever you work in 
Funafuti you can hear the siren that warns of the plane’s impending arrival and you can 
hear the plane itself land and take off.  Most people ‘down tools’ to wander to the airport 
and watch the arrival and departure of the plane.  Planes fly in and out on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays.  The period between the two flights is the busiest for donors and government 
officials alike as many donor officials fly in on Tuesday and out on Thursday.  They 
arrive on Tuesday about 1pm and have to check in for departure about 11.30 on 
Thursday. This gives visiting officials less than 2 working days in country. 
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In the interests of establishing a quantitative backdrop to the research a rapid appraisal of 
visitor arrivals was undertaken over the three week period in October 2009. Several 
tourists, and a dozen or so unidentified visitors arrived during this period. However, at 
least 34 people entered the country as part of approx 25 development related missions or 
visits over this period.  These arrivals are included in Table 8 below.  What is surprising 
and raises questions relating to efficiency, capacity and impact of programming for both 
the development agency and Tuvalu itself is the number of missions that appear to 
overlap each other.  In this period overlap was evident in the environment, meteorology 
and taxation sectors.  It was also possible that there was some degree of overlap in the 
employment, trade, public sector reform area.  In the absence of time to analyse the 
objectives of each these missions, one can only assume that, in a best-case scenario, they 
have some area of overlap, but in a worst case scenario they are completely duplicative.   
 
Approximately 80% of the development arrivals listed above in Table 8 were spoken to 
and the rest were spoken about with members of my wider Tuvalu network. Each of the 
ones I spoke to had ticked either the ‘Business/Conference’ or the ‘Other Purposes’ boxes 
on their arrival card. As very few meetings or conferences are held in Tuvalu that are not 
related to development, and given the 100% selection of these arrivals categories by the 
consultants spoken to, it is therefore reasonable to assume that the significant majority of 
those ticking the ‘Business/Conference’ and the ‘Other Business’ boxes are related in 
some way to development. 
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Table 8 Number of Development Related Visitors - October 2009 
No of People Purpose of Mission 
1 Researcher for Masters thesis and member of Tuvalu Trust fund 
Advisory Committee (myself) 
1 Filmmaker (climate change and environment related) 
1 Environmental researcher 
3 Consultants from single ADB mission on public sector reform 
2 Consultants from different agencies on meterology 
2 Consultants from different agencies on taxation 
4 Consultants from single mission relating to labour and employment 
6 People from at least four different missions relating to the 
environment 
2 Consultant members of the Tuvalu Trust Fund Advisory Committee 
1 AusAID placement under the Pacific Technical Assistance Mission 
(PACTAM) 
1 PACTAM programme Manager 
1 Consultant for the Pacific Regional Infrastructure Facility (PRIF) 
1 Consultant for ADB on Integrated Framework for Trade 
1 Consultant working on Tuvalu Government Accounts system 
1 AusAID official 
3 Staff from the Australia Pacific Technical College 
1 Consultant working with Tuvalu Public Works 
1 Consultant working with Tuvalu Customs 
 
As far as is known, apart from the PRIF mission which is (jointly funded by AusAID, 
NZAID, ADB and World Bank) none of the other missions represented more than one 
donor or agency.  
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5.1.1 Tuvalu Visitor Statistics 
The majority of all visitors to Tuvalu are not tourists, rather they enter the country in 
order to undertake visits or consultancies, or other such work.  In Tuvalu statistics 
relating to visitor arrivals are kept by two departments, the Department of Immigration 
and the Statistics Department. Given the research took place in October 2009, Figure 4 
below shows visitor arrivals for 2008 by arrival category.   
 
Figure 4 
 
 
Figure 4 above shows 928 visitors arrived into Tuvalu under the ‘Business/Conference’ 
or the ‘Other Purposes’ categories during 2008.  Assuming the significant majority of 
these relate in some way to development, it is fair to estimate that annual development 
related visitors comprise approximately 900 or 10% of the total population of Tuvalu.  
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This is a huge percentage and extrapolated to a NZ setting would be roughly equivalent 
to 400,000 development related visitors coming into Wellington or, in an Australia 
setting, 2 million development related visitors arriving into Canberra annually on 
development related business.   
 
5.1.2 Development Mathematics 
The impact on a small civil service of this level of development traffic is huge.  To try to 
get a sense of this impact consider the following ‘back of the envelope’ calculation:  
 
If each of the approximately 900 development related visitors entering Tuvalu during 
2008 had meetings totalling an average of 6 hours, over the period they were in country, 
and if there were two Tuvalu government officials present at each meeting,  both of 
which are fairly typical for such meetings in Tuvalu. this would equate to 10,880 hours 
per annum which over a period of 48 weeks.  This equals approx 227 hours of GOT 
official time per week.  This shows that five fulltime staff (5% of the government civil 
service) would be needed just to attend the meetings with development visitors.   While 
this is a significant impact itself it is important to remember that this time commitment 
does not take into account the time also needed for meeting preparation and meeting 
follow up. Officials indicated that it is these activities before and after the actual meetings 
which often take up significantly more time than attendance at meetings themselves.   
 
Tuvalu’s ministries and departments are small. In 2008, the Ministry of Finance had an 
establishment of four staff at the Permanent/Assistant Secretary level (GOT, 2009a). 
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These are the senior officials who receive the majority of all bilateral and multilateral 
visits.  The Planning and Budget Department, which houses the single Senior Aid 
Advisor had an establishment staff of nine in 2008 (ibid 2009). This is the division 
charged with all aid coordination and effectiveness work.  The Tuvalu Meteorological 
Division of the Office of the Prime Minister, which had two missions visit it during the 
October field visit, had an establishment staff of 17 in 2008 of which only six are at 
policy level (GOT 2009a). The impact of two separate missions in this area, for a small 
staff, in a short period of time is significant.   
 
In April 2010 I spent another 14 days in Tuvalu this time for consultancy work largely 
related to my role on the Tuvalu Trust Fund Advisory Committee. The proximity of the 
airport to the TTFAC office combined with the high degree of interest in the October 
2009 findings persuaded me, with the agreement of my colleagues, to undertake a second 
appraisal of development arrivals into the country. 
 
Table 9 below shows the number of development arrivals during the two week period of 
the April visit.  Noting that I was able to meet two fewer planes given the shorter period 
in country on this visit I was still able to identify 31 development related visitors during 
this two week period.   
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Table 9 Number of Development Related Visitors - April 2010 
No of People Purpose of Mission 
2 Consultants for different agencies (WHO and SPC) on Health 
policy 
2 Police personnel (1 x Australia and 2 NZ) on different missions 
working with Tuvalu police 
3 Tuvalu Trust Fund Advisers 
1 UN Volunteer placement as Aid Management Coordinator  
1 UNDP Official from the Suva office  
1 South Pacific Bureau of Educational Assessment official 
1 Consultant working on airport equipment calibration  
1 ADB official from the Suva office 
1 Consultant from UNESCO on education  
7 Consultants working on various environment projects/programmes 
(including SPREP, NZ Dept of Conservation, NBSAP work) 
3 Journalists all covering environment stories 
2 Consultants doing airport terminal safety training 
5 Taiwanese medical volunteers 
1 Australian navy officer doing navy and police training 
 
If anything this is an increase in the number of visitors over the analysis period in 
October 2009. As the interview findings covered later in this chapter show, the majority 
of those interviewed believe they are taking part in an increasing number of missions.   
Given the probable squeezing of a large proportion of these meetings into the short time 
period between the arrival of the Tuesday plane and the departure of the Thursday plane 
it is not difficult to imagine that this level of engagement, all ostensibly for the ‘good of 
Tuvalu’, has a significant and negative impact on the amount of time GOT officials have 
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to do their own jobs. The following section outlines the nature of these relationships 
thereby providing a context for the interview findings. 
 
5.2 Semi Structured Interview Findings 
Interviews were held with six senior Tuvalu government officials and two ex senior aid 
officers now outside government.  This section presents the findings to reflect the way 
the interview questions were structured.   
 
5.2.1 Types of Consultation 
A large number of parts of Tuvalu government are involved in development.  Specific 
departments respond to and meet with consultants and missions working in areas 
specifically related to their work for example, the Ministry of Health works directly with 
the World Health Organisation on health matters.  The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has 
the overall responsibility for international relationships so meets with bilateral country 
partners.  However the specific functions of aid management are split across two parts of 
the Ministry of Finance, Treasury is responsible for the flow of money, while the 
Planning and Budget Department coordinates donors, and has oversight of donor requests 
and priorities across government.  With this split development visitors often need to see 
at least two people in Ministry of Finance as well as their partner Ministry/Department. 
 
The number of people who arrive into Tuvalu to consult with officials and the agencies 
they represent is diverse but can broadly be split into four groups: 
• those who represent bilateral donors/governments,  
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• those who represent regional agencies; 
• those from multilateral agencies; and  
• others who include researchers, journalists and students. 
 
5.2.2 Bilateral 
Tuvalu over ten bilateral donor partners, (GOT, 2009) several of whom provide regular 
annual aid inflow in excess of AUD$1m. Bilaterally, meetings and consultation occur at 
two levels. At the macro government level, meetings usually take the form of government 
delegations, officials’ visits and are led by relevant government officials.  At the micro 
level consultation is specific to a particular project or programme and is usually led by a 
consultant or a consultancy team contracted to a donor to manage or implement a specific 
project.   
 
Several donors fund in-country liaison personnel to assist in the management of their 
programmes.  The intention of these positions is to smooth the way in the management 
and running of the specific aid programme, track monies and facilitate reporting and 
acquittals.  Table 10 shows who is employed in Tuvalu in this capacity and where they 
are housed inside or outside of Government. 
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Table 10 Donor Representation in Tuvalu 
ROC Taiwan Manage their programme through their Embassy 
in Funafuti 
Japan Development Policy Coordinator – placed in 
Office of the Prime Minister to oversee JICA 
programme 
EU Assistant to National Authorising Officer (NAO) 
placed in Ministry of Finance to oversee 
management of EU programme 
UN Local Staff member in One UN Office (outside 
government) to oversee programmes of UN 
agencies 
NZAID Local staff member (outside government) to 
oversee NZAID programmes 
AusAID Solely managed from Suva agency office 
ADB Solely managed from Suva agency office 
 
Source: (GOT 2009) 
ROC Taiwan has the only diplomatic mission in Tuvalu.  It is headed by an Ambassador 
and has several other staff who are Taiwanese diplomatic staff.  Both Japan and the EU 
employ an expatriate national who is responsible for the ongoing management of their 
programme in Tuvalu but who is housed within the Government offices.   
JICA has a Japanese national working in the Office of the Prime Minister and the EU has 
an American national based in the Ministry of Finance. The New Zealand and the United 
Nations representatives are both Tuvaluan nationals working for their respective agencies 
in adjoining offices but outside Tuvalu Government.   
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The way the bilateral programmes are managed will be discussed in relation to the traffic 
and time needed for meetings and input on behalf of Tuvalu government officials but the 
funding levels, the sectors they cover, the modalities of the aid delivered is outside the 
gamut of this research. 
 
Some bilateral partner governments are working towards formalising bilateral agreements 
with the Tuvalu government. The Partnership for Development Agreement between the 
Government of Australia and the Government of Tuvalu was signed in Cairns in 
September 2009, and is intended to provide structure to the relationship by clearly 
identifying priority outcomes in the relationship and identifying the types of activities 
Australia and Tuvalu agree that Australia should be assisting with in country.  A New 
Zealand delegation received in Tuvalu in September 2009 indicates that according to 
Respondent C they are ‘moving towards a formal agreement with us well’.   
 
Respondent A explained that working with ROC is ‘more convenient to us’ than working 
with some of the other donors ‘because the relationship they have with us is different and 
because it is direct support into the budget is easy to administer’.  Respondent A went on 
to say that having donor people in country is not always helpful as  
 
‘we want to fully utilise our allocations and the lack of authority often given to 
those on the ground means that we can’t benefit from having them here.  What is 
the use of having them here if we can’t utilise them?  The only way we benefit 
from people on the ground is if they help us fully utilise what is available’. 
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Several respondents specifically mentioned the EU as having ‘good programme’ 
(Respondent D) with Tuvalu because of the in-house EU Technical Assistant who, 
according to Respondent C ‘gets things done … works to expedite programme activities 
…  (and is) more proactive about making things happen’.  D went on to say that Tuvalu 
officials meetings with visiting EU delegations can therefore focus on relevant issue and 
wide ranging discussions rather than specific programme or project updates that is the 
way ‘other donors tend to focus’.   
 
The work of the Aid Coordinator is, by its nature, fully donor focussed. The aid 
coordinator has responsibility for donor coordination and is responsible for keeping track 
of aid programmes/projects that operate in Tuvalu.  All aid coordinator officials noted 
that they tended to see mainly bilateral donors.   
 
Respondent B saw that their key role with bilateral partners was ‘having a specific 
project or programme focus … link Tuvalu Government processes into donor processes’.  
To this end B is involved in many Tuvalu Government committees to give advice to other 
departments where their projects overlap with concerns of their department. 
  
5.2.3 Regional 
Tuvalu regularly receives visits from CROP agency officials or consultants.  These visits 
are often project or programme specific.  Meetings take place with officials from the line 
ministry that is hosting the project or programme.  According to relevant GOT officials, 
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officials and consultants from regional agencies rarely make calls on the aid unit, 
planning department or foreign affairs staff.    
 
However this differs in the case of the Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat (PIFS) who have 
a wide brief and require member country officials to spend a lot of their time gathering 
information, writing reports and providing feedback for regional initiatives.  One finance 
official commented that most of their work under the regional agenda was in response to 
requests from PIFS.  
 
Some bilateral donors are making efforts to strengthen the linkages themselves between 
their programmes and regional ones in similar sectors.  Respondent C referred to a recent 
EU meeting they attended in Nadi attended by the CROP agencies as well as all bilateral 
partners of the EU.    C was impressed with this and made the point that as ‘big money is 
going through regional programmes we need to work with them’ in order to maximise the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the work they do’. 
 
Officials identified several areas where regional programmes significantly overlapped 
with each other and with bilateral programmes. These areas were: water, environment 
and health.  
 
5.2.4 Multilateral 
Multilateral agencies especially from the UN family are also regular visitors to Tuvalu.  
Under the One UN policy an appointment has recently been made of a Tuvalu national to 
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be the UN focal point in country.  (This person left a job in the civil service to take up 
this position).  There are regular missions from members of the UN family of agencies.  
UNDP (based in Suva) has regular project related engagement in-country and has 
projects housed in the Ministries of Finance and Home Affairs and Rural Development, 
in many of these cases officials leave the civil service to take up these project positions 
based back in the civil service.  Several respondents were not very complimentary about 
multilateral agencies.  Respondent D commented: ‘UN agencies take a lot of our time, 
they expect us to make logistical arrangements etc for their missions and spend a lot of 
their time with the Aid and Planning staff.’  This was seen by way of contrast to the ADB 
whose missions, according to Respondent H go straight ‘to the bosses’.  Respondent G, 
when discussing the UN said ‘UN funding is too demanding, there is a lot of paperwork 
and frequent reporting yet requests for this arrive in an adhoc way and we are not given 
time to do much’. Respondent A commented similarly on the ADB who are ‘quite 
demanding because we have to meet their deadlines’. 
 
5.3 Meetings, Meetings and More Meetings 
All the Tuvalu officials interviewed in the formal part of the research had taken part in 
development related meetings in the country.  All, but one (who had only been in the job 
for two months) had taken part in meetings outside the country and several headed 
departments and were responsible for staff who had attended such meetings.  
The two previous aid officials were able to provide comparative information as to scale 
and number of development visitors in recent years. 
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Respondent C noted that they had been involved in ‘approximately 50 development 
related meetings in the last six months’ and went on to say that although there has been 
no real difference to the number of meetings over their two years in the job, the 
‘organisation of such meetings has improved due to improved communications’. 
Respondent A commented that they had experienced an increased number of 
consultations since they first started in the department due, in their view, to the increased 
number of projects and increased number of donors and development agencies operating 
in recent years in Tuvalu.  Respondent A went on to note that visits from researchers and 
journalists have also increased recently.   
 
The schedule in the Environment Department which had an establishment staff of five in 
2009, (GOT, 2009a) showed regular visits of donors, journalists and university students 
as well as many consultants and agencies with an environmental mandate. Given the 
centrality of climate change and Tuvalu’s prominence on the international stage in this 
dialogue it is not surprising that the Environment Department is the main contact point 
for journalists, film crews and students doing research on environmental issues. 
 
Respondent E, with a whole of government mandate, mentioned that they receive at least 
one development related visitor every second day. E went on to highlight that in recent 
years they have been aware of an increasing number of meetings and phone calls and 
emails from journalists seeking comment on Tuvalu.  In E’s experience meetings are 
‘rarely just a briefing’ and most get into detailed discussion of development issues. 
Respondent E maintains a relationship with most donors at a macro level leaving most of 
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the micro level detail to be handled by other parts of government. Respondent E is 
thankful to partners who do take the time to come and brief as they feels that this gives 
Tuvalu flexibility and the ability to input into an issue, ‘a chance to direct what we want 
done’.  
 
As is common in all governments Tuvalu officials are charged with covering specific 
parts of the portfolio of their Department or Ministry. This tends to mean that interaction 
with missions and/or donors is on a context/subject specific basis. Respondent F 
commented specifically about this when they noted that the number of meetings they are 
involved in depends entirely on the nature of the consultancy/ies who are in Tuvalu at 
any one time.  During my October visit in Tuvalu the ADB had a large team working on 
public sector reform related issues, and this mission was taking up a lot of time for 
Respondent F.  F said ‘In a normal month I might have two meetings. but I have many 
more when a mission that overlaps with my areas is in town.  I have been really busy in 
the most recent two months because there have been lots of visits especially from a recent 
ADB mission related to trade’.  Respondent F went on to comment that ‘Missions often 
want a lot of meetings because of pressing issues for them and they want to move things 
along’.   
 
The role of Aid Coordinator in the Planning and Budget department of the Ministry of 
Finance is a crucial one for donors and development partners, Interviews with current and 
previous Aid Coordinators show a regular inflow of visitors, Respondent G mentioned 
having ‘12 meetings per month during my time, about 3-4 a week’ and is sure there are 
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many more now ‘People are more interested in Tuvalu than they were – especially 
because of climate change’. 
 
5.3.1 Overseas Meetings 
While there is no research into the frequency of Tuvalu officials travelling overseas to 
attend development related meetings, anecdotal evidence is that such attendance is 
frequent. Respondent B commented that they had attended at least one international 
meeting a month over the recent 4-5 months and that ‘this was normal’.   
 
The difficulty with overseas travel for Tuvalu officials is the distance they have to travel 
and the limit in the number of flights in and out of Tuvalu.  Respondent C, who attends 
frequent meetings, explained how a recent four day workshop in Nadi meant nine days 
out of the country.  Respondent A referred to a staff member being away for more than 
two weeks to attend a short meeting in Geneva. Respondent A commented that although 
it causes pressure on the department having their staff member away for so long it was 
good exposure for them to go.  A recent two day meeting in Japan took Respondent B 
away from the office for more than two weeks and they commented ‘I feel am becoming 
ineffective – I attend too many meetings taking too much time away’ 
 
It is fortunate for Tuvalu officials that many of the meetings they attend are hosted in Fiji, 
as all international flights in and out of Tuvalu are routed through Suva and this 
minimises the time needed to be away from Tuvalu.  However analysis of recent Fiji 
based meetings, shows that, depending on the days of the week the meeting takes place, 
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in most cases attendance still means being out of the country for one week but in several 
cases time out of the country was up to 12 days.   
 
It is not just attendance at meetings in and out of the country that takes up the time off 
officials.  With the ease of communications respondents noted that they are now the 
recipients of many more project and programme based information requests and briefings 
and regular email exchanges.   
 
5.4 Issues with Level of Engagement 
Most people interviewed expressed issues with the level of engagement.  These issues are 
summarised below and form the basis of the analysis of issues in the next chapter.  
 
5.4.1 Time 
Many respondents complained that missions take up too much of their time.  Respondent 
D acknowledged that the level of donor consultation is demanding is terms ‘of the 
amount of time some donors need from officials’.  D gave the example of the ADB, 
whose TA missions stay for some time in country and require a lot of support in terms of 
meetings.  ‘Our own work is sometimes delayed as we have to prioritise donors work 
above our own work’.  Respondent A noted that it was not just the presence of TAs that 
takes time.  The requirement for electronic comment, requests to furnish information and 
requests for responses to things requires more time and leads to problems in completing 
their own work.  All Respondents acknowledged that meetings take up a lot of time  
‘especially when other staff are away on duty travel or study leave’ added Respondent B. 
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‘Sometimes it is hard to manage to do my own work stuff in house and the donor stuff’ 
Respondent H commented. Respondent B commented that they seemed to be 
‘permanently juggling my priorities so that I can fit in the number of meetings I have to 
attend, alongside other work I have to do’. 
 
By way of contrast Respondent G (an ex official) now working outside government 
commented that the ‘level of engagement I experienced, sharpened my management skills 
and got me used to thinking about what donors might need’. 
Respondent E summed the issue up when they said ‘with many visitors seeking my view I 
am often left with little time to do management tasks.  I am not always able to be as 
involved as I would like to be with either my own work or with the donors because I am 
too busy’. 
 
5.4.2 Overlap  
Present and past aid coordinators noted that due to the overlap of bilateral, regional and 
multilateral project work and the sheer number of consultancies it was hard to know 
about everything that was going on.  Some sectors were especially prone to overlap, 
several respondents mentioned work in climate change as one such area.  Respondent B 
stated ‘climate change can be used as a way to get funding, the threat here is that without 
good collaboration among donors, we are going to duplicate effort and resources’  
 
Respondent H claimed UNDP and AusAID are often doing things that overlap.  ‘They all 
claim to be assisting towards Kakeega but many things they do are overlapping, that they 
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do not communicate with each other is making more work for us’. Respondent A 
summarised this issue in saying ‘they all come on their own and do their own stuff yet 
they say they are trying to work together’. 
 
5.4.3 Reporting 
None of the officials interviewed were in any way opposed to the need to report to donors 
but many commented on the onerous nature of that donor reporting.  Respondent G 
summed it up as follows: ‘Obligations on reporting are very time-consuming – we are 
faced with different types of reporting, different timeframes, projects, programme and 
international instruments reporting, and as well as that the templates of some donors not 
similar with our terms and structure’. 
 
Past and present officials involved in Aid Coordination commented that with the sheer 
number of projects and programmes supported bilaterally, regionally and multilaterally 
they don’t know about everything that is going on which also makes reporting difficult. 
 
5.4.4 Preparedness 
Many respondents felt they did not get enough time to be able to feel fully prepared to 
engage with officials and consultants on development issues.  Respondent D expanded 
this in their claim that there is not enough knowledge about development in general 
across Tuvalu government officials and that this impacts on their ability to be responsive 
and understand processes.   
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Several respondents commented on the lack of notice given of the arrival of missions into 
the country.  Respondent F said ‘on some occasions we are informed only one or two 
days in advance of the arrival of a mission’, F gave the example of a recent UNDP joint 
strategic meeting mid term review, where very little advance notice was given and gave 
them ‘no real time to go through documents’ yet they had to facilitate the one day 
meeting.  Respondent H commented on the recent discussions about the Australian 
Tuvalu Development Partners Agreement and said ‘we only go the draft document about 
two days before the arrival of the mission that was coming to sign it, this didn’t give us 
any time to really look at it before they arrived’. 
 
Anecdotally in previous personal conversations many Tuvalu officials have commented 
that the regional and multilateral agencies are ‘far worse’ than the bilaterals in terms of 
preparedness and notice given about missions.  Someone commented to me that the 
bilaterals ‘seek our permission’ for a visit, the multilaterals ‘tell us’ when they are 
coming. 
 
Respondent G said that on several occasions they were ‘taken by surprise’ by visits of 
donor/development partners. There was also comment about the lack of preparedness on 
the part of consultants. Respondent E referred to several studies that in their opinion were 
too general and broad and where partner results were not helpful.  Respondent E put this 
down to a lack of focus on behalf of the funding agency  
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‘who have not done their own research to find out the Tuvalu specific situation, 
instead they want to take our time to find out stuff they could have found out by 
themselves or by talking to other development agencies.’ 
 
Respondent C went on to add ‘Many consultants are not prepared’ and gave several 
recent examples of consultants who just asked open ended general questions.  ‘It felt like 
they didn’t know basic information and just wanted me to provide it’.  Respondent B was 
more specific when they commented ‘I would love to see more consultants who are 
scientifically prepared and don’t waste my time’.   
 
5.4.5 Projects That Take Place Inside Government  
A final area of concern mentioned by several respondents is the stress placed on 
departments who have donor projects placed within them.  Respondent A mentioned 
several UNDP projects are based in their office, one with accompanying Technical 
Assistance and one using local staff.  Respondent A commented that the ‘workload of 
these projects sometimes gets in the way of our staff doing other work they should be 
doing’. 
 
The Environment Department is especially affected with several projects placed within 
their small department.  For the Global Environment Facility Sustainable Land 
Management Project, a consultant was sent out to work with the office for three weeks 
just to write up the proposal.  So it is not just the time taken when projects are being 
implemented that is at issue, a large amount of people’s time is spent on application 
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procedures (which often fail) and in this case are so tortuous that a specialist consultant is 
required just to complete the form.   
 
Discussion with officials identified several issues with donor programmes that fund 
people placed in government departments. UNDP pays eight project management staff 
across few departments.  In nearly every case the project officer was a civil servant 
before taking up the project role.  UNDP has a further two young professional or UNV 
placements planned. AusAID has funded three PACTAM personnel and the October visit 
of the PACTAM Coordinator identified a possible eight positions for consideration.  This 
is all a huge impact on government, much of the impact positive: projects have time 
allocated to their implementation, and inline positions are filled or advisory personnel 
provided.  But there are significant risks to this level of TA/project based support.   
 
The Government of Tuvalu may be unable to support the level of output at the end of 
placements and often finds it difficult to recruit staff to replace those on a project 
contract. Departments (especially environment) are often depleted of staff able to 
undertake their own GOT work.  These issues will be revisted in the next chapter. 
 
5.5 Opportunities that exist for Tuvalu 
None of the interviewees had any problem identifying opportunities to meet the 
challenges they identified.  They were able to identify opportunities for changes in donor 
practise as well as changes in internal government practises. 
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5.5.1 External Relationships 
All respondents agreed that the annual donor round table meeting (DRTM) was, in 
principle, a positive thing.  Many suggested making more use of these events, with 
Respondent H noting that ‘at the moment it is boring update matrix gap filling exercise’.  
Interview comments centred around using the DRTM as a chance to have strategic 
discussions about the best direction for aid assistance.  Respondent D suggested that ‘it 
was a chance for Tuvalu to set the agenda more effectively than we do now by leading 
discussions that are more wide ranging than simply identifying areas where funds were 
needed’.  Respondent C suggested that progress on project funding discussions issues 
would be enhanced with the establishment of a group in Suva comprising donors, 
agencies who met regularly at the Tuvalu High Commission.  It could be this group who 
would discuss projects and programmes – leaving the higher level DRTM to debate 
issues such as overlap, consultation levels, programmatic focus. 
 
5.5.2 Internal Structure 
Several opportunities for strengthening the internal structure of Tuvalu government 
processes were made.  Respondent A noted that due to the ‘fragmented structure of aid 
on the part of the donors and agencies, Tuvalu needs to develop a more holistic system 
allow a more coordinated approach’. This was backed up by Respondent H official who 
suggested that what was needed was a ‘stand alone department’ staffed with all officials 
who have anything to do with aid ‘so that staff can focus on this and not have to do other 
stuff’.  Taking this idea further was Respondent C, who suggested that in order to deal 
with the multiple in country representatives working in different ways and with different 
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degrees of autonomy, all representatives of external agencies (eg NZAID, UN) should 
work in one unit – for example within the Ministry of Finance.  The argument for this 
was couched in terms of ‘donor representatives facing outwards not inwards’ in relation 
to understanding of Government issues and processes. 
 
Strengthening planning within Tuvalu was identified as a major opportunity.  Respondent 
C suggested ‘If we work to develop more sector (and across government) policies we can 
sell these to the donors for them to pitch in when they can’, C went on to note that ‘we 
need to sell it like a package – eg tax AND trade not as separate components’.  As 
regards strengthening Tuvalu Government planning Respondent D suggested ‘an 
increased number of people within Tuvalu government need to rotate in and out of the 
Planning department so more people know what is going on and how it works’, this 
would also assist to alleviate the concern noted above of there being too little 
understanding in the civil service generally about development issues. 
Several people noted that the number of staff in government departments is not adequate 
to actually do all the work they are required to do.  Respondent B proposed a 
‘comprehensive review of government, that asks what is happening now and what can be 
done better?’  This review could lead to a tighter structure that ensures departments 
enough people and they have sufficient capacity to cope and to be responsive to realistic 
needs of donors.  Respondent H was clear that any strengthened systems should also 
ensure ‘line ministries report back to planning and aid coordination’. 
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Other opportunities identified to strengthen internal structure included: running a ‘profile 
writing week across government tied to donor coordination timetable’, (Respondent C), 
‘a chance to learn from other Pacific countries’, (Respondent D) and ‘tidying up record 
management.’ (Respondent D). 
 
5.5.3 Donor Changes 
Respondents saw several opportunities for donors to strengthen their processes and 
minimise the stresses placed on Tuvalu officials.  All ideas related to the ways donors 
work on the ground in Tuvalu.  Respondent A raised the desirability of delegating more 
authority to donor representatives based in Tuvalu, enabling them to make decisions in a 
timely manner rather than having to revert to their capital city at every decision point. 
Respondent E went further and suggested that there be ‘more donor representatives on 
the ground in Tuvalu provided they operate like the JICA representative’ who works in 
the Office of the Prime Minister, converses regularly with government and is able to 
make decisions.  Respondent E considered this an ideal set up from Tuvalu’s perspective. 
 
Many respondents proposed increased harmonisation of donor visits, which, in turn 
would lead to fewer visits.  ‘All donors should come on one mission and harmonise 
everything’ (Respondent H), or ‘Organise donor visits on a set annual basis’. 
(Respondent G). Respondent B suggested that if projects were orientated to spend more 
of their funds ‘on the ground rather than on consultants visits and report writing’ the 
impact on Tuvalu officials would be extremely positive as well as leading to ‘increased 
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amount of money actually benefiting Tuvalu rather than the consultants’ pockets’.  
Respondent A was clear donors need to ask themselves the question  
 
‘who are you working for? The good of Tuvalu or to meet your own systems?’   
 
5.6 Conclusion 
What can we learn from the Tuvalu case study in terms of the wider context of 
development delivery? We must start with Respondent A who has identified the crux of 
the issue, when they ask development agencies to ask themselves ‘who are you working 
for? The good of Tuvalu or to meet your own systems?’  Respondent A is asking here 
who drives the agenda in donor and partner country relationships?  We will explore this 
in the next chapter. 
 
We have seen in this chapter the startling number of development related visitors to 
Tuvalu and have an understanding of the impact on officials that this level of traffic has.  
We have also seen that in the two periods of the rapid appraisals there were several overt 
examples of overlap and many others where some degree of overlap was likely.     In an 
environment where donors have committed to increased harmonisation this is 
unacceptable and we analyse this issue further in the next chapter.  
 
The voices of Tuvalu officials interviewed during this research are loud and clear as they 
articulate their views on such issues as: partner country representation in Tuvalu, the 
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cluttered meeting agenda, ways that they and their development partners could improve 
processes to minimise the impact of development work on Tuvalu officials. 
  
We recall that the value of case studies is their ability to inform the theoretical domain. In 
order to explore the potential the Tuvalu experience has to contribute to theory it is first 
necessary to integrate the above findings with the body of literature covered in chapter 
two. The following chapter seeks to analyse the experiences of officials in Tuvalu by 
embedding the experience with the theory. 
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Chapter Six – The Case In Context 
6.0 Key Questions 
The findings covered in the previous chapter arising from the rapid appraisals of 
development related visitors in October 2009 and April 2010 alongside the semi-formal 
interviews with Tuvalu officials raise three important questions that reflect the objectives 
of this research: 
• How can Tuvalu, a SID with a small and stretched civil service, respond 
professionally to the myriad of ways it is asked to participate in the 
development of its own citizenry? 
• How can Tuvalu, a small country with a relatively high percentage of GDP 
comprising aid assistance, manage the conflicting values that exist in the 
power relationship between its partners who disburse the money and itself, as 
recipient of these funds? 
• What improvements can be made to both donor and recipient practice to 
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the development partnership? 
 
This chapter will look at the core issue in each of the above questions, Participation, 
Power and Practice, in turn using the findings as a starting point.  I will place the findings 
against both the literature on development effectiveness covered in Chapter two and the 
informal discussions I have had with government officials in Tuvalu over recent years.  
 
6.1 Participation: a Blessing or a Burden? 
Figure 5 symbolises the issues facing Tuvalu officals identifed in the previous chapter.   
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Figure 5 Participation Pressures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Fieldwork 2010 
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Gordon Shroff (2002) in his paper presented to the New Zealand Institute of International 
Affairs graphically illustrated the large number of players now involved in development 
and diplomacy in the Pacific. He described how most PICS have broadened their bilateral 
relationships beyond their former colonial links (of New Zealand, Britain, Australia, 
France and Germany) and now have substantial dealings with Japan, China, Korea, 
Taiwan plus smaller players like Canada, Indonesia etc.  Alongside this broadening of 
bilateral ties, PICS have sought to engage more actively with multilateral agencies like 
the UN, ADB, and the Commonwealth, as well as an expanded relationship with the EU.  
The UN connection alone spills into separate relationships with a  ‘veritable alphabet 
soup’ of agencies, many of which now have offices throughout the Pacific. (ibid:41-42).  
Tuvalu itself belongs to ‘some 30 UN and international agencies and multilateral banks’ 
(Hughes and Gosarevski, 2004:17). 
 
Table 6 in Chapter Three shows the relative amounts of money coming into Tuvalu 
annually from each donor/agency.  A far greater annual amount of money is received 
from bilateral donors than from the multilateral agencies.  However from my discussions 
with officials it is clear that the relationship between quantum of money received, and the 
amount of time officials need to spend dealing with agencies and consultants relating to 
that money, is inversely proportional.  
 
The agencies who provide small amounts of assistance (such as UNDP) are regularly 
mentioned as being those who take the most time on the part of officials.  These same 
agencies, while providing less are also those who give the least notice of impending 
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visits.  This must be an issue for such agencies. It cannot be in their interest to be seen as 
more trouble than they are worth in terms of time spent for fiscal returns gained.  
 
In my own experience many missions have a broad-brush approach to planning meetings. 
They seek to visit and talk to everyone so that they can say all relevant officials have 
been consulted.  I have been part of missions with this approach myself. In truth however, 
much information is widely available in reports and on the websites of donors and other 
development agencies.  A more judicious use of this sort of analytic information could 
lead to missions placing far less stress on partner officials 
 
Respondent C commented that ‘Many consultants are not prepared’ and mentioned 
examples of consultants who just asked open ended general questions.  ‘It felt like they 
didn’t know basic information and just wanted me to provide it’. This indicates a level of 
frustration with this broad brush approach to meetings.   
 
Tuvalu officials are remarkably open and available.  The literature on size in Chapter 
Two made a strong link between smallness and openness, (Hau’ofa, 1995; Thaman, 
1995; Baldacchino, 2006) maybe this is because visiting officials form part of what 
Baldacchino (2006:46) refers to as the ‘hinterland’ of such a small country.  The ease of 
access to officials is one reason why they are so busy seeing people who call in.  It is 
possible to knock on the door of the Secretary to Government, ask if he is free for a few 
moments and then take up his time on matters of note to you.  I doubt that any senior 
official in any of the donor countries is able to be accessed quite so simply.   This access 
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is also granted to journalists, students and scientists who come in to visit Tuvalu.  When 
asked, in informal discussions, why officials were so open and available to all people 
who visited, Respondent A summarised the issue when they said ‘we have to be 
available, because any chance is a good one to let people know about Tuvalu and our 
needs’.   
 
Respondent E’s summary of the issues for them (‘with many visitors seeking my view I 
am often left with little time to do management tasks.  I am not always able to be as 
involved as I would like to be with either my own work or with the donors because I am 
too busy’) highlights for me an interesting tension. I have heard donor colleagues 
complain about how impossible it is to get Tuvalu officials to actually do any follow up 
to anything once the donor colleague leaves.  This is an interesting comment given these 
same colleagues, departing Tuvalu after a full schedule of meetings squashed into the 1½ 
day window between flights, fail to see the impact of the next plane arriving, then the 
next plane arriving, then the next plane arriving and the resulting weekly cramped 
meeting schedules unfolding for the same officials who they complain ‘don’t do 
anything’.      
 
Tuvalu officials feel that the chance to participate is something donors give to Tuvalu, 
and comes with the implicit assumption that if you do not participate in this 
event/process/mission/meeting you will lose your chance to have your say. However, this 
surely is unethical and does not acknowledge the fact that people do already participate in 
the most real sense possible by dint of living in Tuvalu and being part of everything that 
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happens there. As Scott-Villiers (2004) asserts control of the participation process is not 
possible, what is possible is to engage with it the process.    
 
The added difficulty of turning ‘participation’ from an esoteric theory (theory for an 
initiated few) into exoteric theory (theory for the masses) or turning the rhetoric of 
participation into practice is an area that will be revisited later in this Chapter. 
 
I have been part of conversations over my career in Tuvalu where consultants and donor 
officials have been dismissive of the material they do get when they visit officials, 
comments are along the lines that ‘the message they receive in Tuvalu is always the 
same, the officials say the same thing, ask for the same thing and are not strategic in their 
thinking’.  As people tend to value more what they have to work harder to get, I wonder 
if the officials in Tuvalu were far less accommodating and available for all who arrived, 
sought clarity on who was coming when and why, the information gathered would be 
treated in a far more serious manner.   
 
When we refer to the extensive list of development related visitors entering Tuvalu over 
each of the field visit periods in October 2009 and April 2010 we can see them as perfect 
examples of what Respondent A called the ‘fragmented structure of aid on the part of the 
donors and agencies’. We can reflect this against Bowman and Chand (2008:161) as they 
refer to as the ‘excessive representation plague’ faced by small nations.  But we can also 
reflect this against the risk Little and Clifford (2006) predicted in the 1960s when they 
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foresaw all donors wanting individual relationships with developing countries and input 
into their planning and policies. 
 
For example, there were two separate missions related to meteorology in October 2009. 
One of these missions was funded by a bilateral donor and the other by an international 
meteorology organisation. There were two separate missions related to health policy in 
April 2010, one mission funded by a multilateral agency, and the other by a regional 
agency. One can only assume that in both these cases these missions had agendas that 
overlapped to some degree.  Given the small number of relevant policy staff in both 
Tuvalu government departments it is likely the same people were consulted and required 
to commit to spend time with each mission.  It is not difficult to see the profound impact 
on small departments of development agencies not working together. 
 
With the exception of two missions from regional programmes (PRIF and PSIP) no other 
missions represented more than one donor. This is surprising as donors and the other 
development agencies have committed to the harmonisation principle of the Paris 
Declaration.  Little and Clifford (2006) identified the risk, back in the 1960s, that the 
desire by donors for separate representation would cause problems for recipient countries. 
All respondents in this research would agree that greater harmonisation is necessary.  
That this is not happening even in such an obvious place as Tuvalu calls into question the 
donor commitment to a harmonisation agenda and could be because donors want to hold 
on to their separate engagement as Little and Clifford predicted.  Even in the absence of 
similar Tuvalu data for other time periods, by way of comparison, it is more than likely 
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that this dominance of single donor/agency mission is the norm as it has been for 
decades.    
 
The high degree of subject overlap and duplication alongside the prominence of single 
donor/agency representation found in missions entering Tuvalu is more than likely 
replicated across the Pacific and, indeed, in all SIDS. Tuvalu officials were clear that they 
needed to be more proactive in their aid discussions. Respondent C suggested ‘If we work 
to develop more sector (and across government) policies we can sell these to the donors 
for them to pitch in when they can, ‘we need to sell it like a package – eg tax AND trade 
not as separate components’. This would be helpful, no doubt, but in an environment of 
power inequality it is doubtful that such processes from within Tuvalu would influence 
donors at all.   
 
It seems some Tuvalu officials, especially in Ministries of Environment, Finance and 
Foreign Affairs, spend a large amount of time overseas attending regional or international 
meetings.  It would not be surprising if this was the case, given the membership of 
Tuvalu in the ‘alphabet soup’ of agencies mentioned eaerlier in this chapter.  Opinions 
expressed by officials in the chapter 5 identified both positive and negative impacts from 
this level of overseas representation and travel.  On the plus side, respondents recognise 
attendance at such meeting is a chance to get exposure for their staff and an opportunity 
to get their message on the international stage, and on the minus side, attendance at 
international meetings also leads to increased time away from their office, and a huge 
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increase in the  workload generated and the stress on trying to complete other work on 
their return.  
 
Tuvalu has been particularly successful at ‘reaching the apex of their jurisdictional 
powers’ (Baldacchino 2006:50) or getting their message onto the international stage in 
recent years. Respondent G’s recognition that ‘People are more interested in Tuvalu then 
they were – especially because of climate change’ is proven in the disproportionate 
amount of coverage Tuvalu’s position receives compared to the coverage achieved by 
other nations who are significantly bigger at the Cimate Change meeting in Copenhagen 
in December 2009 and on other environmental matters receives (BBC 2009, RNZ 2009, 
Oneworld 2009, Democratic Underground 2009, Sydney Morning Herald 2009).  
Baldacchino (2006: 50) refers to this as a ‘shrewd survival strategy’ and acknowledges 
that it constitutes a ‘skill reportoire that the small and powerless deploy, and being small 
often get away with’.  
 
Back in 2002, Shroff gave an example of the impact of the attendance by Tuvalu’s two 
person Attorney General’s office at one international fisheries negotiation meeting who 
were required to spend two weeks or more, depending on plane schedules out of Tuvalu.   
 
‘Quite apart from the difficulties of covering concurrent formal and informal 
discussions across the range of technical issues at the meeting with the help of 
one fisheries colleague, you know that at home your in-tray is accumulating 
pressing demands for legal advice on UN Security Council binding resolutions on 
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combating terrorism, trade access agreements, regulations to prevent money 
laundering, various bilateral agreements on civil aviation and a slew of domestic 
legislation’  (Shroff 2002:47). 
 
My story at the start of this thesis, also supports the likelihood of this degree of tension 
being replicated throughout the civil service for every overseas meeting attended by an 
official.  
 
Development agency colleagues on the one hand decry the fact that people are overseas 
all the time yet on the other push officials to attend such meetings so they can participate 
in the presentation of their views and have their voices heard. Respondent B’s cry that 
they seemed to be ‘permanently juggling my priorities so that I can fit in the number of 
meetings I have to attend, alongside other work I have to do’ is one that donors and 
development agencies need to take account of so their level of engagement with small 
island nations like Tuvalu is more of a blessing than a burden.   
 
6.2 Who Holds the Power in the Development Relationsip? 
Partnership in a development sense usually refers to the relationship between the funder 
and the receiver.  It is implicit in the literature from development agencies that they see 
this relationship as one of equality, and of ‘mutual dependence’ Shutt (2006:154). 
Respondent F’s comment that ‘Missions often want a lot of meetings because of pressing 
issues for them and they want to move things along’ is indicative of a range of comments 
that indicate officials believe the agenda is firmly led by the donors, especially in so far 
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as it is their missions, their funded consultancies, their structure for design, planning and 
implementation that drive the implementation of the development partnership in Tuvalu.  
 
It is when we look at the relationship between funder and receiver in terms of power that 
the discussion achieves further significance. Larmour (2002), for example, identifies 
three dimensions of power in relationships. The first dimension of power is the ability of 
one side to get the other side to do something it might not otherwise do.  A second 
dimension of power is the ability to control the agenda: to decide what is important and 
should be talked about and what is unimportant and should not be talked about.  Finally 
the third dimension of power is the use of power as ideology or the ability to control 
thoughts and desires. Those subject to the third dimension do not necessarily know they 
are being subjected to it, whereas victims of the second dimension know their item is not 
on the agenda but are not able to do much about it  (Larmour 2002:251, see also Lukes 
1974). 
 
Development agencies must ask themselves whether the way they behave in country is 
demonstrating one of the above dimensions of power.  I would argue, in the examples 
cited in Chapter Five where respondents talked of the impact for them on the lack of 
notice given by both UNDP and AusAID on separate bits of work, that both agencies 
were demonstrating the second dimension of power.  In both cases development partners 
provided material in nearly final form with a tight timing deadline, thereby not allowing 
Tuvalu the chance for reasonable analysis and input before the workshop occurred, (in 
the case of UNDP) or the document had to be signed, (in the case of AusAID).  
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The party with the money controls, to a greater or lesser degree, the decisions made about 
how that money will be spent this is also the case in the development relationship.  
Funders and receivers must ask how can the partnership be equal when both partners do 
not share mutual accountability for the results of the interventions funded by one of 
them?  A donors’ primary responsibility is not to the poor people in the country they are 
funding for the development outcomes of the funding rather it is to the tax payer in their 
country for the use of taxpayer funds.   This makes it inherently difficult for donors to 
meet the Paris Principle of Mutual Accountability.   
 
Easterley (2006) ties the near invisibility of results by aid agencies to the lack of 
feedback and accountability of their efforts he goes on to say that you only know if 
something has worked if people at the bottom can give feedback. There is a challenge 
here for donors to deal with this issue of accountability and power as part of their 
commitment to the Mutual Accountability principle in the Paris Declaration.  Respondent 
A got to the core of the issues of power when they asked donors to ask themselves the 
question ‘who are you working for? The good of Tuvalu or to meet your own systems?  
 
Lewis and Sobhan (2000:202) titled their chapter about the funding modalities for 
northern and southern NGOs ‘Routes of funding, roots of trust?’ While their focus is on 
the different degrees of trust felt by NGOS with their development partners, and how this 
is dependant to some degree on the way their funds are received.  The link between funds 
and trust has relevance for development agencies in their relationship with partner 
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governments as well. Donors need to consider the power inequalities that exist between 
funder and receiver as this is hugely influential in the development of the roots of trust 
between them and their recipient country government ‘partner’. 
 
Tuvalu’s national planning document Te Kakeega II is referred to as the base document 
in all of the strategic agreements signed by donors in Tuvalu (see for example 
Government of Australia, 2009; NZAID, 2010a; ADB 2010).  On the surface this shows 
that development partners are being led by the priorities identified by Tuvalu, and are 
committed to the alignment principle of the Paris Declaration. However as Respondent C 
commented, the underpinning truth really on the part of these donors is that ‘you (Tuvalu) 
can decide but we will only fund what fits in with our agenda’.  This truth is not explicit, 
rather it is a hidden reality of the aid partnership and serves to illustrate that the power 
relationship is not an equal one. Donors want recipients to want what donors want.  
Development is characterised by these relationships of ‘tutelage and trusteeship’, 
(Larmour, 2002:258).   Cooke and Kothari’s (2001:4) argument that participatory 
development itself is tyrannical in that it facilitates the ‘illegitimate and/or unjust use of 
power’ is one that rings true in Tuvalu.  While Cooke and Kothari (2001) identify three 
tyrannies, the one that is most relevant in the Tuvalu setting is how current aid structures 
promote the tyranny of decision making and control and this links in tightly to Larmour’s 
second dimension of power talked about earlier in this chapter.  
 
On this subject Eyben and Ladbury (1995) talk of the tension that exists in so called equal 
partnerships when one partner is working to build up the other.  At the root of this tension 
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is a difference in Power between the two partners.  Thaman (1995):44-45) claims that 
relationships with donors are not at all equal but rather are relationships of ‘dominance 
and subordination’ (ibid:44) which force the Pacific further into dependency and confine 
Pacific Islanders themselves to ‘mental reservations’ (ibid:45) as they are driven from a 
state of optimism to a state of despair.  The messages of frustration from the Tuvalu 
officials as they try to manage their own business in a professional manner in the midst of 
the relentless onslaught of donor demands to participate might lead them to head towards 
that state of despair. 
 
The findings outlined in the previous chapter remind us of Easterley’s (2006) 
observations (described in Chapter Two) that there are two sorts of people in the 
development business – the planner who announces good intentions but is not motivated 
to carry them out, who works at the top levels focussing on making plans, and raises 
expectations but takes no responsibility for meeting them and - the searcher who finds out 
what those at the bottom need then find ways of delivering them.  Alternatively Porter 
and Onyach-Olaa (2000:119) describe ‘the fox (darting around, seizing opportunities and 
looping back) and the tortoise (plodding along a straight path)’.  The approach of the 
tortoise and the planner are more akin to the classic linear project cycle mode of 
development delivery.  The project cycle approach is predicated on there being a straight 
path through a range of necessary planning stages (pre feasibility, feasibility, scoping, 
design) before anything can actually happen on the ground (see FAO, 2001; Europe Aid, 
2004). 
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Much aid activity seen by Tuvalu (and demonstrated in the long lists of development 
visitors in October 2009 and April 2010) consists of consultancies/missions that are more 
attuned to a planner/tortoise mentality as opposed to a searcher/fox mentality.   The 
majority of the missions that came in during the research period collected information 
and planned or designed interventions, conducted training, or developed policy. The 
predominance of such work is an indication of the importance of the planning agenda for 
development agencies. This, in turn, supports Larmour’s (2002:152) assertion that ‘power 
in the development business is often linked to professional knowledge and expertise, and 
is expressed in sets of data, reports and publications’. 
 
Planning activities are not value neutral and serve to reinforce the power of the planner 
rather than the power of the doer.  Respondent B encapsulated the current focus on the 
planner rather than the doer when they suggested that if projects were orientated to spend 
more of their funds ‘on the ground rather than on consultants visits and report writing’, 
the impact on Tuvalu officials would be ‘extremely positive’.  More importantly such a 
change would lead to an increased amount of money actually benefiting Tuvalu rather 
than the ‘consultants’ pockets’ and a shift away from the power of the planner. The 
emergence of a tone of response that indicates what could and should happen to improve 
practice provides a normative dimension and introduction for the next point of 
discussion. 
 
6.3      Improving Practice  
The Paris Principles and the Pacific Principles of Aid Effectiveness arose from the 
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identification of weaknesses in development agency and partner country practice.  Both 
sets of principles aspire to change practice for the better. Notwithstanding the 
international commitments donors have made to improve aid delivery practices on their 
part, the reality of Tuvalu respondents argues donors have made little progress towards 
meeting these commitments. At the heart of this failure, there lies a lack of accountability 
on the part of the donor for either the amount of aid they commit or the quality of aid. 
The International Aid for Tuvalu Statistical Summary (GOT, 2009:10) claims donors 
continue to 
• make excessive demands on Tuvalu for ‘upward’ accountability,  
• seek the application of financial benchmarks  
• restrict the ability of the country to design its programmes to its own path.   
 
The reality of donor engagement for the Tuvalu respondents takes the form of more work 
to support an increased number of meetings, missions, and projects.   
 
Respondents had no trouble identifying aspects of internal structure and practise they 
could change and strengthen to improve the aid management within their country.  But 
such administrative improvement will mean little if donors do not improve their practise 
as well (Little and Clifford, 2006). Respondents had even less trouble identifying changes 
in donor practise that could be made to make it easier for Tuvalu to work with them.  We 
will look at each of these in turn.  
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6.4 Internal Practice 
A common theme emerging from discussion with respondents in this section of the 
interview was the need for Tuvalu to take more control in the aid relationship by 
changing its own practices relating to donors.   As Reinhardt recognised, being a party in 
a funding relationship can ‘force the recipient’ to improve internal operations in order to 
improve the perceptions donors have of the efficiency and effectiveness of the recipient. 
Reinhardt argued, and Tuvalu officials are well astute enough to accept, those recipients 
who produce the best signals are considered the better implementers and therefore attract 
more funding (Reinhardt, 2006:301). 
 
In order to produce better signals, and deal with what one respondent has called the 
‘fragmented structure of donor aid’, Respondent A argued: ‘Tuvalu needs to develop a 
more holistic system to allow a more coordinated approach’.  As part of this coordinated 
system, many respondents talked at some length about the ways donors are represented 
inside Tuvalu.  Models of representation that were considered to be more advantageous to 
Tuvalu were those where the in-country representative:  
• had authority to make a greater range of decisions without having to refer to their 
capital or head office; and 
• was placed within government rather than outside in order to have a greater degree of 
engagement with relevant staff 
These features are part of the model of representation employed by the EU and JICA and 
were considered superior to those employed by New Zealand, Australia or the United 
Nations. 
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The situation foreseen by Little and Clifford in the mid 1960s is now reality in Tuvalu, 
with all donors wanting their own representation in country thereby enhancing the 
pressure on recipient governments.  Little and Clifford’s suggestion that a single 
multilateral but donor-controlled office in each country might be the best way to manage 
aid in a multi donor setting is echoed in the stated desire of Tuvalu officials for a single 
‘aid office’ within government. This office would house the Tuvalu Government Aid 
Coordination staff as well as all donor in-country representatives.  There were various 
suggestions as to where it could be housed, whether within the Ministry of Finance either 
alongside Planning and Budget Division or alongside Treasury or in Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, but most agreed on the need for a more coordinated approach for in-country 
representatives was evident.   
 
Tuvalu government officials prepared and presented Tuvalu Aid Management and 
Coordination Case Study, for the Pacific Regional Workshop on Aid Effectiveness 
(GOT, 2008) in April 2008.  This case study identified many options for strengthening 
internal practise relating to aid management within Tuvalu.  Most of these were raised 
again in one form or another in the interviews and are included in Table 11.  
 
These suggestions indicate a comprehensive understanding of the limitations of Tuvalu’s 
current aid management architecture and clarity of thought as to what is needed in order 
to achieve a positive change.  The question is begged however whether officials have the 
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time needed with the required government willingness to undertake such whole of 
government change. 
 
Table 11 Strengthening Tuvalu Government Aid Management  
Where 
suggestion came 
from 
Suggestion for Improvement 
Tuv 2008 Instigate a regular meeting process for aid agency representatives 
based in-country, in order to get an update on expenditure 
patterns, raise issues re implementation and to coordinate other 
planning. 
Tuv 2008 Develop a strengthened aid management database 
Tuv 2008, 
Respondent C 
Develop more sector policies linked to Te Kakeega and promote 
these to the donors for them to ‘pitch in when they can’ 
Respondent C Take more control on selling our need for assistance ‘like a 
package – eg tax AND trade not separate’ 
Respondent A Use the mid term review process of Kakeega to identify changes 
and or improvements 
Tuv 2008, 
Respondents H, 
D, A 
Make more use of donor round table 
Respondent B Undertake a comprehensive review of govt to ask ‘what is 
happening now, what can be done better’ 
Respondent D Enhance internal reporting structure so all line ministries report 
back to the Planning and budget division to improve internal 
coordination. 
Respondent G Organise all donor visits on an annual basis set in advance 
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6.5 Donor Practice 
An example of conflict between in-country and donor practices is illustrated by the 
following situation.  Rather than leaving the Government of Tuvalu to progress on 
making the improvements they had already identified in planning documents (GOT, 
2008), the UNDP (funded by AusAID) have placed a UN Volunteer as Aid Management 
and Coordination Specialist within the Planning and Budget Division on a 12 month 
assignment.  It is cited in the documents supporting this placement that it was agreed by 
Tuvalu, (UNDP 2009) however Tuvalu proposed two things relating to the attachment, 
neither of which had any bearing on the final placement, they proposed the assignment be 
six months long and that it commence at such a time that best fitted with the government 
budget cycle  (Anonymous Pers com 2009). The Aid Management and Coordination 
Specialist, recently deployed, will have four primary functions: ‘Review of the Aid 
Management & Coordination Architecture within the Government of Tuvalu Framework’ 
(25%) before they start the body of their work which is to ‘Identify, develop and 
implement an appropriate aid management database’ (35%) and move onto to ‘Capacity 
development in Aid Management’ (30%), they will spend the final 10% of their time to 
Strengthen UN Joint Presence and build capacity of the Country Development Manager’ 
(UNDP 2009:1).  
 
Placing a long term technical assistant in country can be seen by recipient countries as a 
way for donors to enhance effective partner government so that things get done to the 
timetable of the donor rather than taking into account the reality of the recipient. Such a 
focus on results draws on an economically deterministic approach to politics and the aid 
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relationship.  Such an approach supports the idea of donor power over recipient and flies 
in the face of donors’ stated desire for equal partnerships in which recipients participate 
equally in decisions relating to their own development.    
 
In Tuvalu technical assistance (TA) is defined as ‘technical services that donors provide 
to Tuvalu as opposed to any donation in the form of money’ (GOT 2009:12).  The sheer 
number of TAs at any one time in the Pacific is astounding. With the definition of TA 
used by the government of Tuvalu, the majority of the list of development related visitors 
coming into Tuvalu during the two rapid appraisals were TA, in one form or another.  
 
Tuvalu officials have noticed an increased number of Advisers being placed on a long 
term basis to provide support to government departments. In recent years AusAID has 
funded three Advisors under its PACTAM programme: Budget Management Advisor, an 
Advisor to the Attorney General, and an Advisor to the Auditor General. The visit of the 
PACTAM Coordinator in October 2009 identified a further eight positions for 
consideration.   
 
Such an inflow of technical assistance is in an environment where donors have signed the 
Pacific Principals of Aid Effectiveness, one of which relates specifically to minimising 
the impact for recipient countries of the large number of TAs reminds us of the 
discussion in Chapter Two on the asymmetrical power relationship between donors and 
recipients  (Crush, 1995; Cooke and Kothari, 2001; Chambers and Pethit, 2004; Robb, 
2004; Sobhan, 2004).  A relationship recognised by the Pacific themselves when, at the 
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Development Partners meeting in Funafuti in 2005, convened by the PIFS, mention was 
made of the need for Forum Island Countries and donors ‘to determine whether there are 
other, lower cost and more appropriate alternatives to the use of technical advisers in 
their aid programs’ and called for ‘policies that encourage donors to reduce the reliance 
on technical advisers and offer more appropriate alternatives’ to be developed (PIFS 
2005:4). 
 
Jayaraman and Ward (2006) relate a cautionary tale about technical assistance in a 
Vanuatu setting. They recount how, in 1997, the ADB approved a loan of US$20 million 
for comprehensive governance reforms, relating to improving budgetary procedures and 
methods and involved the preparation of supporting manuals. The ADB was joined by 
Australia, which contributed technical assistance in terms of expatriate skills. At one time 
there were about 42 international consultants in Port Vila preparing manuals for various 
ministries and agencies. Yet once they left, there were “few lasting results” (Gay, 
2004:30 referred to in Jayaraman and Ward 2006:5). This is unfortunate as the Vanuatu 
government is still paying off the loan, the major part of which was used for payment of 
expatriate salaries during their stay in the country (Jayaraman and Ward 2006:9).  The 
legacy of poor planning is one that recipient countries often have to bear to a far greater 
extent than does the instigator of that poor planning.   
 
Australia provides 54% of the TA into Tuvalu, NZ 21% and the ADB 15%.  Therefore it 
is these agencies who need to work the hardest to ensure that they do all they can to 
maximise the positive effects and minimise the negative effects of any TA they fund. 
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The onus is on donors as the more powerful player in the aid partnership to make real 
efforts to improve their practice in terms of coordination and harmonisation. Once again, 
Tuvalu officials are not witnessing any evidence of improvement in this area,  
 
6.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has sought to integrate the observations of the Tuvalu case with the 
theoretical discussions of Chapter Two. On the one hand theory must be embedded in a 
geographical and cultural context in order to achieve real significance. But on the other 
hand, and equally important, the case study findings, achieve added significance when set 
against a theoretical backdrop.  
 
This chapter has examined the impact of developing agency commitment to participation 
on the officials in Tuvalu.   
 
It is in this examination of impact that the Tuvalu case study adds to contemporary 
understanding and further challenges the ideas that lie behind policy and practice of 
development agencies.  Rather than confining the discussion to the relationship between 
theory and reality this chapter has included the perspectives of those involved on how the 
relationships could be improved.  
 
This analysis chapter has focused its discussion on three areas: that of participation, 
power and practice. The examination of participation identified the extensive number of 
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development related visitors who arrive into Tuvalu and the impact of this level of traffic 
on Tuvalu officials. These officials are clear that there is an inverse relationship between 
the amount of support given by donors and the amount of time servicing the relationship 
takes.  The smallness of Tuvalu seems to work against them as the openness and 
availability they have to donors and development visitors undermine their ability to 
service those visitors and to complete their own work. The ability, of development 
agencies to move from the rhetoric to the reality of participation is made more complex 
given the asymmetrical power relationships that exist between them and their recipient 
government partners. 
 
It is obvious from the examples in this chapter, that these inequitable power relationships 
are manifested in Tuvalu.  There are many examples of donors, consultants and other 
development visitors seeking agreement and involvement without giving enough time for 
input, or having done enough preparation themselves.  Many of these tensions stem from 
the situation of one partner trying to build up the other when they are not equal. The 
emphasis on planning at the expense of action is further evidence that the development 
agenda is driven by the needs of the donor at the expense of the recipient. 
 
Finally by giving voice to the myriad of suggestions Tuvalu officials, through 
publications or interviews, have made for improvement of both their own practice and 
that of donors, the chapter has highlighted ways that development practise on the part of 
both donor and recipient can be improved to enhance development effectiveness.  
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There is a certain irony in the fact that a study that focuses on the needs and pressures 
facing Tuvalu ultimately gravitates towards adjusting the relevance of donor agencies and 
processes. This is, of itself, a reflection of the inherent structural misalignment not only 
of the development relationship in question, but the idea of development itself. 
 
The next chapter concludes the thesis by drawing on the integration of theory and reality 
presented here. 
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Chapter Seven – Who Are You Working For? 
The story in the opening to Chapter One in this thesis illustrated the pressures 
government officials in small island nations are under to participate in fora that others 
feel are important for them. Such pressures arise from agencies adopting a participate or 
perish approach to development.  This thesis has provided some background to this 
situation and illustrated the issues facing not just this official, but officials across all of 
the Tuvalu Government.   
 
Throughout this thesis we looked at the processes of institutionalised participation and 
argued that the process of institutionalising participation may indeed be counter 
productive to the overall objectives of development.  This thesis has sought to shed some 
light on the reality for such recipient government officials and to contribute to the 
emerging critique of the participation paradigm. 
 
The emergence of the paradigm of the people (Chambers, 1995; Chamber, 1997) sought 
to invert the power relations of the modernist development approach by implementing a 
people centred agenda where development was a bottom up process rather than a top 
down imposition (Chambers, 1983; Friere, 1970).  The relevance of the participation 
paradigm can be seen in its wholesale adoption by bilateral, regional and multilateral 
development institutions as together they ensured participation has become the catch cry 
of modern development practice.  However even with three decades of entrenchment of 
participatory approaches, the reality for recipients in small island nations such as Tuvalu 
is little different to what it was prior to the emergence of the new approach.  The power 
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relations remain asymmetrical, the development agenda is driven from the outside, either 
at global, regional, national or institutional level, and ultimately development practice is 
rendered impotent as a result.  Development that began as a process of reinvention has in 
fact become a simulacrum of the same shortcomings it sought to address but it wears a 
different mask. 
 
Tuvalu, a small island nation of less than 26 square kilometres of land set in 757,000 
square kilometres of ocean can be called the ultimate recipient. Tuvalu is a MIRAB 
economy with access to remittance income as well as aid. Grant aid is an important part 
of the Tuvalu economy and aid inflow sits consistently above 30% of GDP.  This reliance 
on outside factors, especially aid, for its survival adds to its vulnerability for, as 
Warrington (1998) argues in spite of their judicial sovereignty, small sized states are 
particularly vulnerable to international pressure. Tuvalu is not just physically remote but 
it also culturally distant from those who offer assistance.   
 
It is for these reasons that Tuvalu is such a valuable case study. As Yin reminds us the 
value of case studies lies in their ability to inform the development of the theoretical 
context. Yin (1989:39-40) also refers to the importance of using case study research to 
make policy related inferences. This was an important methodological consideration 
when setting up a case study approach as it was important that the research be useful in a 
policy sense for both Tuvalu and development agencies working in Tuvalu.  
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In undertaking research in the Pacific it is important to take account of Smith’s 
(1999:136) assertion that ‘consent is not so much given for a project or specific set of 
questions but for a person for their credibility’.  My multiple roles in Tuvalu over nearly 
a decade have afforded me access and given me that local credibility. I have continually 
returned to Tuvalu over a long period.  This has given me a relational advantage which 
fits well with the talanoa tradition as the distance between researcher and researched is 
removed and participants work alongside a human face they can relate to. The value of 
the interpersonal relationship that is the crux of the development delivery process is 
precisely the same place in which my methodology is situated.  
 
The findings chapter raises a range of issues, the following ones stand out to be at the 
heart of the matter.   
 
Tuvalu is the recipient of a large number of development related visitors huge in 
proportion to its population. Approximately 900 people, nearly 10% of the population of 
Tuvalu, arrive annually into Funafuti in order to allow Tuvalu to participate in its own 
development.  it is worth repeating the point made in Chapter five that placing this 
number of visitors in a setting we are more familiar with, this would equate to over 
400,000 development visitors descending on Wellington each year or 2 million such 
visitors arriving into Canberra.  How long would these developed country administrations 
be willing to sustain that sort of pressure?  Each development visitor to Tuvalu has 
virtually unlimited access to Ministers, Permanent Secretaries and the upper echelons of 
government, often without the respect of advance notice or appointments. It is unlikely 
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that any of these officials or consultants has the same amount of access in their own home 
administrations.   
 
We saw in the long list of arrivals in October 2009 and April 2010 only two missions 
representative of more than one donor. Several missions directly overlapped and many 
more that indirectly overlapped. Yet many of the donors and agencies funding these 
missions have committed to the Paris and Pacific Principles of Aid Effectiveness with 
their focus on coordination and harmonisation. The Tuvaluan officials who so readily and 
openly articulated their own reality in this research have seen little evidence of any 
improvement in practise as a result of these international commitments.  This is 
completely unacceptable. More controversially, is the fact that this activity continues 
unquestioned by international donor agencies as being in Tuvalu’s own best interest and 
consistent with the doctrines of ‘good development practice’.  
 
Much aid activity seen by Tuvalu consists of consultancies and missions that are more 
attuned to what Easterley (2006) refers to as a planner mentality as opposed to a searcher 
mentality. This, focus on ‘planning’ rather than ‘doing’, supports Larmour’s (2002:152) 
assertion that ‘power in the development business is often linked to professional 
knowledge and expertise, and is expressed in sets of data, reports and publications’.  
Planning activities reinforce the power of the planner rather than the power of the doer 
and are not value neutral.  Respondent B encapsulated the current focus on the planner 
when they suggested that if projects were orientated to spend more of their funds ‘on the 
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ground rather than on consultants visits and report writing’ this would be beneficial to 
Tuvalu but also lead to a shift away from the power of the planner. 
 
Key findings from the interviews with Tuvaluan officials challenged current donor 
practice in a range of ways.  Respondents claimed that many missions were 
‘unprepared’, and took a broad brush approach to the meetings, seeking answers to 
questions they ‘could have found out for themselves’ in order to tick people off as having 
been consulted.  Respondents gave examples of the ‘lack of time they are given’ to feel 
fully prepared, the sense of being ‘taken by surprise’ they felt with the arrival of some 
missions.  Respondents expressed frustration at in-country aid management structures 
that did not facilitate decision making due to the lack of autonomy of the in country staff 
member. Comments from several respondents suggest that the relationship between 
monetary inflow and time taken to service the relationship is an inverse one, with the 
development partners who provide the least taking the most time.   
 
Throughout the responses the stress of meetings was apparent. Officials had to deal with 
meetings, the requirements to prepare for and follow up from each one in the face of a 
full inbox of domestic work and the arrival of yet another plane full of development 
visitors needing attention.  Yet these officials are complained about by donors who say it 
is impossible to get Tuvalu officials to actually do any follow up to anything once the 
donor colleague leaves.  
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The interviews with officials all seem to culminate in the question asked by Respondent 
A to development agencies ‘who are you working for? The good of Tuvalu or to meet 
your own systems?’  Respondent A is asking here who drives the agenda in donor and 
partner country relationships?  Throughout the whole thesis it has become clear that it is 
the agencies who are setting the agenda to meet their own needs.  
 
Given the above the frustration evident in the responses of some of the Tuvalu officials is 
not at all surprising.  
 
The issues raised in this thesis are not new.  Little and Clifford identified many of the 
situations Tuvaluan officials face today over 45 years ago.  The Pacific as a region was 
highlighting the same issues of lack of coordination from the inception communiqué of 
the PIFS in 1974.  The fact that such a core platform of aid theory and practice, that was 
adopted in order to generate a more empathetic and responsive partnership approach to 
aid generates the very same set of issues and problems it was set up to address is a 
tragedy. 
 
Donors need to identify clearly and openly their primary responsibility for the delivery of 
their aid assistance.  Is it to the people in the country they are funding for the 
development outcomes of the funding? Or is it to the taxpayer in their own country for 
the use of taxpayer funds?  If it is the former, then development agencies have some work 
to do to improve their performance.  Development is about relationships and at present in 
the Tuvalu setting there is some stress in the levels of trust arising from these 
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relationships. If it is the latter then donors need to be explicit about this and not disguise 
their behaviour behind the rhetoric of participation. 
 
Clearly the interests of donor agencies cover both of the responsibilities covered above.  
Aid agencies have their own agendas relating to expenditure levels and appropriations, 
policy platforms and sectoral focus.  Agencies are competitive and often want attribution 
of their own effort while also wanting positive development outcomes.  In reality it is this 
contradiction that is at the centre of the problems raised in this thesis. 
 
Development agencies need to recognise the effect that this contradiction is having on 
their practise.  They need to address the ethics of this contradiction, in order to deliver aid 
effectively against the intentions of the commitments they have signed and taking into 
account the realities they face.  
 
These last points expose the pressing urgency to push this research agenda further.  There 
are several areas of research that would be particularly useful. Firstly, research using the 
same or similar methodological approaches in other small developing nations to confirm 
that Tuvalu is not an isolated case and to strengthen the body of data and supporting 
literature on the tyranny of participation in these environments. Secondly research across 
other nations in the Pacific to develop a regional understanding which is able to 
accommodate diversities of scale, culture, and political and economic contexts. Finally 
research is needed into the systems, processes and cultures of development bureaucracies 
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and the extent to which the inherent inertia of such organisations will nullify any attempts 
to make significant changes in practice. 
 
The situation outlined in this thesis graphically illustrates the very real tyranny of 
participation in Tuvalu. The failure of development agencies to cooperate and harmonise 
their activities and to adhere to the commitments they have made to the Paris Principles 
of Aid Effectiveness is a clear contradiction of their policy objectives. Not only are these 
agencies ignoring their international obligations but they are systematically undermining 
the ability of Tuvalu to effectively govern itself.  
 
As Naidu (1995) reminds us, it is in the interests of development agencies to fashion 
Pacific Island dependency. Given the inadequacies in power, participation and practice in 
development covered in this thesis, what remains to be seen, is whether or not such 
agencies, who are on the winning end of the power relationship, truly wish to instigate 
change. 
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Appendix One 
 
Power, Participation and Development: A Case Study of The Effect of 
Theoretical Doctrines and International Development Agency Practice 
on Tuvalu Government Activity– Interview Schedule 
 
1) What is your role? How long have you been in the position? What are the key 
 relationships you have within the Tuvalu Government?  
 
2) Who are the key development partners you work with and what are the key 
 relationships you have with them and other development agencies? 
 
3) If we think about the following can you give me the most recent example of the 
type of consultation, what was required from you in terms of time and input, and the 
desired results from both your and the agency’s perspective? 
• Government to Government bilateral missions 
• Visits from bilateral partner officials 
• Consultancy technical assistance missions 
• Regional agency missions 
• Multilateral agency missions 
• International NGO missions/consultancies 
• Meeting attended by you outside the country related to development 
• Meetings attended by you within Tuvalu but facilitated by a development 
agency/partner 
• Meetings with researchers or journalists about Tuvalu and development 
 
4) Approximately how many people have come though your office in the last 6 
months from development agencies?  To what extent is this a typical level of 
engagement? Has the level of engagement from development agencies changed over 
time? 
 
5) Does the level of engagement raise any issues at a professional or government 
management level for you? 
 
6) Give me some examples of the issues you are referring to. 
 
7) What opportunities exist for streamlining development agency interactions with 
the Tuvalu Government at a personal, departmental, structural or whole of government 
level? 
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Appendix Two 
 
Participant Information Sheet for research into the effects of development agencies’ 
focus on participation and consultation on Tuvalu Government practise. 
 
 
Researcher: Nicki Wrighton: School of Geography, Environment and Earth Sciences, 
Victoria University of Wellington  
 
I am a Masters student in Development Studies at Victoria University of Wellington. As 
part of this degree I am undertaking a research project leading to a thesis. The project I 
am undertaking is examining how the activities of the Tuvalu Government are shaped by 
relations with the development community’s demands for local participation and 
consultation.   
The University requires that ethics approval be obtained for research involving human 
participants.  
 
I am inviting Tuvalu government officials to participate in this study. Participants will be 
asked to take part in a semi structured interview.  It is envisaged that the interview will 
take about an hour to complete and will be undertaken at a time that suits you.  
 
Should any participants feel the need to withdraw from the project, they may do so  
without question at any time before the data are analysed.  
 
Interviews will be taped and transcribed for use as both attributable and non-attributable 
comments and quotes in the research.   No person other than my supervisor Dr John 
Overton and myself will see the fully transcribed material. 
 
The thesis will be submitted for marking to the School of Geography, Environment and 
Earth Sciences and deposited in the University Library. It is intended that one or more 
articles will be submitted for publication in scholarly journals based on findings.  
 
Tapes and transcripts will be destroyed two years after the end of the project.  
 
If you have any questions or would like to receive further information about the project, 
please contact me at  
12 Te Miti Street, Paekakariki, Kapiti Coast NZ, 
wrighton.doorne@paradise.net.nz 
or my supervisor,  
Dr John Overton, at the School of Geography, Environment and Earth Sciences, at 
Victoria  
University, P O Box 600, Wellington, NZ 
john.overton@vuw.ac.nz.  
  
 
Nicki Wrighton 
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Appendix Three 
 
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON  (on letterhead) 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH  
 
Title of project:  Power, Participation and Development: A Case Study of The Effect of 
Theoretical Doctrines and International Agency Practice on Tuvalu Government Activity 
 
  
I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had 
an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction. I understand 
that I may withdraw myself (or any information I have provided) from this project 
(before data collection and analysis is complete) without having to give reasons or 
without penalty of any sort.  
 
I understand that full interview transcripts will be kept confidential to the researcher, the 
supervisor and the person who transcribes the tape recordings of our interview.    
 
I consent to information or opinions which I have given being attributed to me in  
any reports on this research.  
 
I understand that the tape recording of interviews will be electronically wiped at the end 
of the project unless I indicate that I would like them returned to me.  
 
I understand that I will have an opportunity to check the attributable quotes used  
before publication.  
 
I understand that the data I provide will not be used for any other purpose or  
released to others without my written consent.  
 
 I would like to receive a summary of the results of this research when it is  
completed.  
 
  
 
 I agree to take part in this research  
  
 
signed:  
 
Name of participant (please print clearly)  
 
Date:   
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